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The Secret Transformation of Our 
Elected Officials and What It Means 
for The American Republic
by Preston James

This transformation of most of our elected officials once they are seated 
inside the beltway (DC) is perhaps the greatest mystery of our modern 
political system.

FEW OBJECTIVE FACTS ARE KNOWN BY THOSE OUTSIDE TOP INNER CIRCLES 
WITH “BEYOND-BLACK” SECURITY CLEARANCES, BUT THE BEST EVIDENCE SO 
FAR SUGGESTS THE POSSIBILITY THAT THIS TRANSFORMATION IS REAL, AND 
IS BASED ON A HIGHLY CLASSIFIED “ALIEN AGENDA” USED AS A COMPLEX 
COVER STORY TO MANIPULATE HIGHER SEGMENTS OF ELECTED OFFICIALS AND 
INTEL—AND, IT SEEMS POSSIBLE  THAT THIS APPARENT ALIEN AGENDA IS 
ONGOING, VERY, VERY STRANGE, AND IS ABSORBING ALMOST ALL EARTHLY 
ASSETS, BRINGING THE WORLD TO UTTER ECONOMIC COLLAPSE, WAR AND 
CHAOS IN ORDER TO CONVERT THE WORLD INTO A GLOBALIST NWO SYSTEM

Why do so many Congressmen and Congresswomen, and Senators seem to be 
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quickly turned after they are elected and seated, so easily abandoning their Oaths 
to the US Constitution and passing so many laws which themselves are 
completely unConstitutional and against everything the Republic stands for?  
What happens to these folks after they go to work inside the Beltway?  Is this 
transformation strictly a product of peer pressure from other senior legislators 
who control powerful positions in the Senate and House, or is it based on yielding 
to the particular social pressures of the political party they belong to?

Ex-Governor Jesse Ventura has written an excellent book, The Democripts and 
the Rebloodlicans, in which he explains why he believes there is very little 
difference between the two parties.  Gerald Celente the World’s top Trends 
Analyst has suggested that these two parties are like two different organized 
crime families families, the Gambinos and the Genoveses.

This political transformation that occurs to elected politicians once they are 
elected and are seated is a great mystery and this opinion piece is one attempt to 
clarify these issues and provide some possible answers as to what really happens 
to transform these folks to so rapidly into individuals who appear to have 
abandoned “we the people” in order to serve only the Shadow Govt super-elite 
controllers who occupy the highest positions of the Invisible Secret Shadow Govt. 
and the NWO Globalist Agenda.

This article is long and complicated and will take many into the ozone of credulity. 
It will make much more information available  than most will want.  So, perhaps it 
is best to skip over the parts that bore you and focus on what grabs your eye and 
interest.

IT TYPICALLY VERBOTEN TO OPENLY DISCUSS OR DISCLOSE “BEYOND-
BLACK” SECRETS AND COVERT OPERATIONS TO THOSE WITHOUT 
SIMILAR SECURITY CLEARANCES AND YET THIS INFORMATION IS NOW 
LEAKING OUT AS NEVER BEFORE PERHAPS FROM HIGHLY PLACED 
OPERATIVES WHO GOT OLD, SICK, DISGUSTED AND APPROACH DEATH

Because this subject allegedly involves Beyond-Black information which cannot be 
directly accessed, everything presented is based on rumors and speculation about 
them. The information that has been leaked by highly placed intel officials has 
been apparently very carefully crafted as rumors and speculations.  The terms 
“highly possible” seem to have been a recurrent theme in most of these 
disclosures. However, there has been a major exception to this rule.  Steven 
Greer MD’s Disclosure Project at the National Press Club in Washington DC on May 
9, 2001, presented open testimony from for the first time about anti-gravity craft 
from former military, intel and defense contractors.  After this presentation and 
numerous appeals to Congress, this project seems to have stalled and the major 
media have ignored it.

Many Americans have sensed that the visible USG inside the beltway  in 
Washington DC has gone renegade and is no longer “of the people, and for the 



people”, but rather serves the goals and hidden agenda of a group of super-elites 
that run the Secret Shadow Government.

Many patriotic American Citizens feel that Congress, the Justice Dept, the Courts 
and the various USG bureaucracies and alphabets are betraying their interests on 
a daily basis and have sold the United States of America out. To the very astute 
who know how politics inside the beltway works, it seems that once senior 
politicians associated with Intel or defense related committees gain beyond black 
clearances, their own basic “transformation” or sell-out occurs and they are used 
to manipulate their subordinates or non-clearanced compatriots that are elected 
to the House or Senate to also do things against the Constitution, the Rule of 
Law, and the Republic.  Some have wondered if the rumors about these folks 
have been given massive bribes (grease, baksheesh) are really true and this is 
the cause.

And in addition to this political transformation that occurs to most elected officials 
inside the beltway, it also seems to have been occurring with the CEOs and 
corporate elites of the largest international corporations.

IT HAS BEEN REPORTED BY RETIRED INTEL THAT THE FINE ART OF 
HUMAN COMPROMISE HAS BEEN USED BY THE  SHADOW GOVT TO 
CONTROL POLITICIANS AND ELITE CORPORATE DIRECTORS–AND THERE 
IS CONSIDERABLE ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE THAT THIS DOES FREQUENTLY 
OCCUR, BUT AFTER CONSIDERING ALL THE RELEVANT FACTORS— IT IS 
PROBABLY NOT ADEQUATE TO EXPLAIN THE COMPLETE RADICAL 
TRANSFORMATION TO THE GLOBALIST NWO AGENDA REQUIRING 
COMPLETE ABANDONMENT OF ANY COMMITMENT TO THEIR COUNTRY 
AND WILLINGNESS TO BECOME TRAITORS, AFTER WHICH THEY 
ALLEGEDLY RECEIVE GREAT WORLDLY REWARDS AND POWER, AND ARE 
ACCEPTED INTO THE WORLD-WIDE GLOBALIST NWO CRIME SYNDICATE

Some retired intel have alleged that numerous Congress folks have been victims 
of various types of very sophisticated human compromise operations such as 
honey traps, pedophile ops or other forms of compromise perhaps in some cases 
including providing intoxicating, addicting illegal narcotics. Those not able to be 
so compromised and controlled that way may be threatened with personal harm.

According to a close friend of his, Senator Paul Wellstone was threatened by the 
White House a week before his death which some experts feel certain was a 
political assassination, like Gov. Carnahan, Senator John Tower, and others.  And 
if one wants to know how J. Edgar Mary exercised control over high ranking 
politicians inside the beltway, read G. Gordon Liddy’s interesting book, Will, and 
learn about the “not to worry visits”.

Of course some human compromise ops have become known to the public 
because certain politicians involved were sanctioned and shamed publicly for 
going outside of their allowed parameters by being exposed in the major mass 



media for their extramarital sexual acts.  A couple examples rumored to be 
occasionally cited by insiders in relation to this are the events surrounding Monica 
and Shandra.  Did one “Mr. Big” allegedly change some banking rules in open 
rebellion and was his “girlfriend used against him as punishment, and did the 
other get his “girlfriend” a prison system appointment where she found out about 
Timothy McVeigh’s alleged pretend execution, faked cremation and then talked 
about it to a friend?

What about the several politicians who were outed suddenly when they went 
outside their parameters? Their perversions had been covered up for years and 
others had been involved in much worse ones that many knew about, but were 
allowed to continue with no exposure because they stayed inside their allowed 
parameters.  It seems that when they go off the reservations, their secret sins 
get exposed and the media serves this function quite effectively, but only when 
ordered to do so by those super-elites who control the major mass media.

John Swinton [1829-1901] Chief Editorial Writer of the New York Times 
(Considered “the Dean of his Profession” by his peers), when asked to toast an 
‘Independent Press’ in a gathering at the National Press Club, circa 1880, at his 
retirement dinner:

“There is no such thing in America as an independent press unless it is in the 
country towns. You know it, and I know it. There is not one of you who dare 
express an honest opinion. If you express it you know beforehand that it would 
never appear in print. I am paid… for keeping my honest opinions out of the 
paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for doing 
similar things….The business of the New York journalist is to distort the truth, to 
lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of Mammon, and sell his 
country and race for his daily bread, or for what is about the same thing, his 
salary. You know this, and I know it; and what foolery to be toasting an 
‘independent press.’ We are tools, and the vassals of rich men behind the scenes. 
We are jumping-jacks. They pull the strings and we dance. Our time, our talents, 
our lives, our possibilities, all are the property of other men. We are intellectual 
prostitutes.”

Certainly it is possible and likely that these super-elites that control the Shadow 
Govt also exercise significant control over who is selected as a party candidate 
and then elected, making certain many of these folks have well established 
psychological weaknesses, addictions and perversions or are already members of 
“the NWO Club” before they are elected.  Those elected who have secret sins 
which would be ruinous if disclosed to the public will be concerned about 
exposure later on, thus providing incentive to keep inside their allowed 
parameters and also making them easily black-mailable by intel when deemed 
necessary.

Having a Congressperson or a Senator, or a sitting President that is involved in 
numerous extra marital affairs, a narcotics user, or is a closeted homosexual thus 
can provide ample opportunity for control under threat of public exposure.  And 
the same holds true for any elected official or bureaucrat inside the Beltway.  And 



for those that are normal and psychological healthy, then peer pressure and 
various financial and consulting incentives can be provided.  Should those fail 
they are either marginalized, a competitor is propped up finally to defeat them in 
their next election, they are forced out by reapportionment, and if all that fails 
they may be threatened or worse.

AFTER THESE ELECTED OFFICIALS ARE SEATED, IT APPEARS THAT THEY 
ARE INDUCED BY VERY POWERFUL SHADOW GOVT CONTROLLERS BY 
VARIOUS MEANS TO FOLLOW A GLOBALIST NWO AGENDA AND THEIR 
ALLEGIANCE SHIFTS FROM THE PEOPLE TO THE SHADOW GOVT, OR 
OTHERWISE THEY ARE MARGINALIZED

It is obvious that those super-elites that run the US Political system are well 
grounded in the secret Shadow Govt and hold the highest positions there.  It is 
also obvious that their apparent goals are to serve a NWO Globalist Agenda and 
this has not been openly disclosed to the average American Citizen.  This 
Globalist agenda is discussed only in the secret meetings such as Bilderberg, 
Bohemian Grove, classified meetings of defense think-tanks or wealthy major 
non-profit Foundations. To discuss these ideas and commitments openly and 
disclose them to the public would result in mass accusations of Treason and 
Sedition.  So this new agenda must be quietly and obediently followed, lest 
sanction will perhaps be delivered by special minions of those super-elites who 
control the Shadow Govt. The only one so far to publicly disclose his allegiance to 
the NWO has been David Rockefeller.

David Rockefeller [1915~] Banker, Founder & Honorary Chairman of Trilateral 
Commission, Honorary Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations. Speaking at 
the June, 1991 Bilderberg meeting in Baden, Germany (a meeting also attended 
by then-Governor Bill Clinton and by Dan Quayle), he stated:

“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time Magazine and 
other great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and 
respected their promises of discretion for almost forty years. It would have been 
impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subjected to 
the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is more sophisticated and 
prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of 
an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national 
autodetermination practiced in past centuries.”

In his autobiography David Rockefeller stated:  “For more than a century, 
ideological extremists at either end of the political spectrum have seized upon 
well-publicized incidents to attack the Rockefeller family for the inordinate 
influence they claim we wield over American political and economic institutions. 
Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best 
interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as 
“internationalists” and of conspiring with others around the world to build a more 



integrated global political and economic structure – one world, if you will. If that’s 
the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”

So the question of the last 100 years has been what is the main explanation of 
why most of our elected politicians have abandoned their oaths of office (an oath 
to the Constitution which includes a commitment to defend the Republic from all 
enemies foreign and domestic).  It is bribery, human compromise, death threats, 
political party pressure, peer pressure or something else?

Some have hypothesized that throughout modern history since the British Empire 
appeared there has been an international power control group that has exercised 
secret rule over all banking and money-changing systems, and that this group is 
a powerful confederacy of interlocked occult death cults that control the world’s 
largest industries such as steel and oil, money-changing and financing of wars for 
interest profit, and trafficking in illegal narcotics.

This control over central banks and the creation and distribution of “money” of 
course has provided a monolithic international power base from which they could 
acquire additional assets, buy politicians and exert great control over all aspects 
of the world economy and the economies of individual nation states. And then 
they would have the power necessary to orchestrate desired world events such as 
backchanneled pre-arranged wars, managed in order to industrialize the world 
while creating the necessary world wide chaos necessary to restructure the world 
politically, destroy the family and ethnic systems to break down nation states and 
fold their remains into Globalist NWO central govt and single world army.

Woodrow Wilson President of U.S.: 1913~1921, Historian and Political Scientist 
stated:

“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and 
manufacture, are afraid of something. They know that there is a power 
somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so 
pervasive, that they had better not speak above their breath when they speak in 
condemnation of it.”

And some researchers believe that once this group had gained control over the 
worlds’ major monetary systems, they could make all the money they needed out 
of thin air and loan it out as interest bearing debt to the citizens at interest 
(charge citizens to use their own so-called money which is really debt, not real 
money–this has been called one of the great deceptions of history–the fiat debt 
money/fractional banking systems of the world). Thus access to all the money 
they wanted offer ample opportunity to “buy” bribe, grease or induce almost 
every elected politician to follow their “suggestions” for voting.  It is arguable that 
this factor along with human compromise operations could be sufficient cause to 
explain these extreme “political transformations” to Globalist NWO demands and 
suggestions.

Another factor which could obviously help these transformations along is the peer 
pressure from a very small number of specially selected senior party leaders in 
the House and the Senate. These folks control the appointments to preferred 



committees and are often the gatekeepers that dole out lucrative speaking 
engagements, consultancies and future jobs in the top industries.  But even 
taking this into consideration, it appears from the anecdotal reports and rumors 
that have leaked out that much more is occurring and this involves a two level 
process of agenda and cover stories and political manipulations using the false 
cloak of “national security”.

YES, IT APPEARS IT IS SOMETHING ELSE GREATER THAN HUMAN 
COMPROMISE, BAKSHEESH OR PEER PRESSURE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THIS MYSTERIOUS TRANSFORMATION OF POLITICIANS INSIDE THE 
BELTWAY

Unless you have been involved in Intel at the highest levels or have an ability to 
think outside the box, be prepared to have your credulity stretched into the 
ozone.  What will be presented now is perhaps either the most ridiculous line of 
BS imaginable or just perhaps the actual truth.  Each person must evaluate these 
issues and come to their own conclusions.

Most informed folks who read Veterans Today have heard about the Roswell 
incident and the various USG cover stories that the wreckage was related to a 
crashed weather balloon, later claimed to be a dummy with parachute experiment 
gone bad, then later claimed to be a film recovery parachuted by an orbital 
satellite spy camera system.  Of course the first actual reports were that there 
was a crashed flying anti-gravity ship with dead little “aliens” and at least one live 
one but this was soon replaced with false cover stories and lies.  It is alleged that 
nurse at the Army Air Base where the bodies were taken who saw them close up 
talked about it and ended up missing, which suggests highest national security 
was invoked to keep the truth about the Roswell crash from the public.

Of course as soon as this article appeared national security was invoked and the 
incident was remarkably transformed into a crashed weather balloon, and various 
serious threats were delivered to all persons involved that they better not talk or 
they would be buried out in the desert somewhere.  And then the rest is history.  
The US Military Industrial Congressional Complex (USMIIC) went into full 
tilt, a complete panic.

The national Security Act of 1947 was passed, UFO crash recovery teams were 
set up around the country, and the Invisible Secret Shadow Govt emerged around 
this HUGE SECRET.  It was quickly decided in secret meetings that the public 
could not be told the truth.

NATIONAL SECURITY WAS QUICKLY INVOKED OVER ROSWELL AND THE 
OTHER TWO CRASH SITES CLOSE BY, IN ORDER TO PREVENT LOSS OF 
POWER BY THE MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONGRESSIONAL COMPLEX 
(USMICC)



It was stated by experts that a truthful and complete disclosure would result in 
panic in the streets like what happened with Orson Wells Radio Program which 
resulted in public panic of listeners and even some suicides.  The public actually 
would have handled the truth okay, but it would have destroyed the power base 
of the moneychangers, which some have described as a world crime syndicate 
heavily into narcotics trafficking historically.  The USMICC realized that exposure 
of this secret would shatter their power control system forever and proceeded to 
set up an iron clad national security system based on “the end justifies the 
means” and “need to know” compartmenting security classifications.

Once this cloak of “national security” was formally established, it could be freely 
invoked as cover for any crime imaginable deemed useful to the USMICC, which 
then was quickly transformed into to Secret Shadow Govt.  As the Shadow Govt 
entered undeclared, unprovoked, illegal, unConstitutional wars for profit, and 
sacrificed the lives of many loyal, wonderful young US soldiers in such pursuits, 
the size, strength and wealth of the Shadow Govt grew exponentially.

THE SHADOW GOVT’S MASSIVE INCREASE IN WEALTH AND POWER DUE 
TO WAR RESULTED IN MASSIVE BUILDING OF SECRET UNDERGROUND 
BASES, MASSIVE ANTI-GRAVITY AIRCRAFT AND SPECIAL WEAPONS 
PROGRAMS, ALL WITHOUT ANY PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE AND MINIMAL 
CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

Only certain key Senators and Representatives were told of such projects and 
these folks had to have high security clearances.  They were sued to keep other 
Senators and Representatives from prying.  This secrecy did necessitate the 
setting up of major covert operations to generate huge off the books secret black 
funding by forming alliances with organized crime to gain massive profits from 
illegal narcotics trafficking and illegal weapons sales, and by setting up cutouts 
with financial rip off scams like the S & L fraud (e.g. Keating Five), Enron, and 
many other high tech financial scams, and numerous deniable proprietary front 
companies.  The question of why the Shadow Govt started building massive 
underground bases is a major mystery.

At the time the cold war was raging and the Soviets were building a huge secret 
underground city beneath Moscow and other cities and were preparing for a full 
scale nuclear war with the US.  In addition, numerous Nazi scientists were 
imported by secret treaty at the end of WW2 under Operation Paperclip and the 
US Army Intel found out about the massive program the Nazis had building 
underground bases to continue their war production and secret weapons 
programs despite very heavy Allied bombing attacks.  So there was some notable 
incentive for the Shadow Govt to want to surpass the Russians efforts to build 
massive underground bases in preparation since the top Generals expected a 
major nuclear exchange at some point.  And the Nazi scientists provided much of 
the technology needed to began construction of these massive underground 
bases. But soon American ingenuity took over and various sophisticated tunnel 



boring machines were invented and developed, and some were rumored to be 
nuclear powered and highly classified.

THE NAZIS HAD RUDIMENTARY ANTI-GRAVITY CRAFT

It is believed by various intel agencies all over the world that the Nazis had anti-
gravity craft and formed a secret treaty with the US Army before the end of WW2 
to share this technology in exchange for rescue out of Germany and new jobs 
inside the US defense establishment.  And so as the rumors from fairly good 
sources go, a secret US Army Air Corp anti-gravity program developed and 
became a secret program as the USAF formed.  And yet as well founded rumors 
suggest, even then, what crashed at Roswell and two other nearby crash site 
within a short time later, were anti-gravity craft with “little aliens” inside them.

It was believed by some inside Army Intel at the time that the Nazi anti-gravity 
designs that the Nazis had prior to the end of WW2 were similar to the crashed 
“alien craft” they had recovered at Roswell and two other nearby crash sites.  And 
there were also some rumors that those running the Nazi movement were 
associated with secret occult societies (such as order of the black sun, the Vrils, 
etc.) and has contacts through their occult practices with alien beings.  Some at 
the time believed these were not aliens but “the Gods” of the Greeks and 
Romans.

Later some inside intel who had strong religious teachings speculated that these 
were demons manifesting as aliens from other planets, solar systems or star 
systems.  How’s that for stretching one’s credulity? Bottom line is that here is 
very good anecdotal evidence and even sound witness statements that these little 
“beings” recovered at the three crash scenes had flesh, scent, bodily fluids and 
were not illusions.

A SECRET SHADOW GOVT NARRATIVE EMERGED THAT THAT THE US AND 
THE WORLD WAS UNDER ALIEN SURVEILLANCE, AND A FUTURE ALIEN 
ATTACK AND INVASION WAS POSSIBLE–THIS WAS THE FIRST ALIEN 
AGENDA

Soon there were massive secret efforts to back engineer the technology 
recovered from these crashed anti-gravity ships as well as the further 
development of the surrendered Nazi anti-gravity craft which were alleged to be 
notably crude.  There were rumors that the early Nazi pilots often became sick 
after flying them from various radiation effects. In any event, various public 
officials who gained top security clearances were told cover stories which 
supported the Shadow govt basically doing what it wanted to with no real 
Congressional oversight.  The basic narrative or storyline that emerged was the 
the world, including the US was under high surveillance by use of sophisticated 



anti-gravity craft operated by alien beings, and a future attack seemed possible 
and even likely because of various aggressive posturing and aerial combat 
episodes resulting several US military fighters shot down.

It was claimed that an attack by these alien forces who were technically superior 
was probably imminent eventually and desperate measures were necessary to 
build up the necessary defenses to successfully fight off these aliens and prevent 
a complete world takeover.  This storyline was used to rationalize the rampant 
criminal activities such as massive narcotics trafficking for huge profits for black 
budget funding and numerous other financial asset stripping scams estimated to 
surpass 13 trillion USD in offshore slush fund accounts.  President Ronald Reagan 
actually spoke out obliquely about a possible alien invasion in several of his 
speeches.

The super-elite controllers running the Shadow Govt spun a new narrative that 
the US and the world was under active alien attack, had met with alien 
representatives in secret, had negotiated a temporary peace that required the 
world leaders too work together to follow an Alien dictated Agenda which required 
tolerance of some initial major weather and geophysical catastrophes to prove 
their power and that they were serious.  It was allegedly made clear that 
implementation of their Global sit NWO program was required and this would 
necessarily to radically depopulate the world and engage in massive eugenics 
programs to transform the human species into anew hybrid form, basically a 
trans-human form as dictated by alien overlords.  Of course the super-elites told 
this were promised that they would be allowed to stay in power in special 
positions of power and leadership after the Globalist Transformation was 
complete.

The Top Shadow Govt officials allegedly agreed to this in order to buy time to 
create the necessary weapons systems to successfully fight and defeat these 
entities from outer space attacking the earth because to do other wise would 
alleged result in complete destruction of all life on earth. But in order to do this 
they would have to against time and engage in massive asset stripping of the 
world in order to finance secret weapons programs.  They claimed that there were 
57 different species of aliens visiting the earth and some were friendlies who were 
helping them develop weapons to successfully repel the aggressive aliens who 
wanted the Globalist NWO system.

Of course this narrative runs pretty thin as it has gotten so extended.  If true in 
minimal form it is still the most bizarre story most will ever hear.  If true in 
extreme versions, it surpasses the ability of even the most sophisticated to 
process.  If false it is the biggest con job ever sold, like the King’s New Clothes 
fable. True or not rumors have leaked out that this story line in some version is 
being used to con and manipulate a small number of specially selected top 
elected officials, bureaucrats and the largest corporate CEOs which have been 
given beyond-black security clearances into supporting the Globalist NWO 
agenda, which is an Alien Agenda.



THEN THE SHADOW GOVT APPEARS TO HAVE PROCLAIMED A SECOND 
AGENDA OF  MAJOR ECONOMIC COLLAPSE FOR INDOCTRINATION OF 
“SECOND TIER” SENATORS, REPRESENTATIVES, USG OFFICIALS AND 
TOP CORPORATE OFFICIALS WHO DID NOT HAVE BEYOND BLACK 
SECURITY CLEARANCES

A second agenda was created and dispensed to those Senators, representatives 
and top USG and Corporate officials not in the “club”. These folks do not have 
beyond black security clearances but have been convinced that this second 
“impending complete economic collapse” narrative they have been told and 
convinced of must be kept in confidence, otherwise it could generate mass 
confusion and further stress the economic system and increase the odds of 
breakdown of central govt controls. And the message is allegedly given that to 
betray this confidence would be to offend those in high positions in the Shadow 
Govt who can make future political plans wither quite quickly.

What these “second Tier” politicians, officials, bureaucrats and corporate heads 
were not told when they were indoctrinated with the Second Agenda Narrative 
was that the now required construction of a globalist NWO system had actually 
been planned for hundreds of years by secret occult groups. And they were not 
told that this NWO system would require basically construction of a world-wide 
Fourth Reich fascist type regime followed by radical depopulation down to 20%.

AN INTERESTING COINCIDENCE–BOTH THE FIRST & SECOND AGENDA 
NARRATIVES JUST HAPPEN TO REQUIRE CONSTRUCTION & 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GLOBALIST NWO, BUT ONLY THOSE IN THE 
FIRST TIER WERE BRIEFED ON THE PLANS FOR RADICAL 
DEPOPULATION, EUGENICS AND TRANS-HUMANISM, THE WET DREAM OF 
VARIOUS INTERLOCKED DEATH CULTS SINCE THE GREEKS AND ROMANS

Allegedly only the top super-elites were told that then the 18% that did all their 
NWO dirty work, including from the mass killoffs from wars, engineered viruses 
and other eugenics would themselves then be eliminated, leaving only the 
remaining 2% super-elites top Shadow Govt leaders and their family members 
who were genetically transformed into transhumans who would live extended 
lives, perhaps forever (how’s that for a sick group delusion?).

This new type Fourth Reich would be a derivative type of fascism where the 
corporations would merge with the state but control the state, whereas win Nazi 
Germany the corporation merged with the state but the state maintained control.  
Of course those who have studied the histories of the various esoteric death cults 
realize that this Globalist NWO plan has been predicted for hundreds of years and 
has been the closest held secret.

It is quite interesting to note that several well respected researchers have argued 



that this Globalist NWO agenda dates back to at least the late 1770’s in Europe.  
This is called the Illuminati conspiracy related to Adam Weishaupt.  At that time it 
was alleged that this secret organization was forced to go underground and use 
various free-masonic groups and esoteric occult organizations as cover in order to 
avoid exposure and persecution while they “franchised” their crime syndicate.  It 
has been alleged that the Skull and Bones (Russell Trust of Opium profits/Opium 
Wars fame) is but one franchise of this alleged world crime syndicate which has a 
stranglehold on the world’s central banking and major industry.

16th Century fresco from a church shows an ancient astronaut rocketing across 
the sky

So if this Globalist NWO system is a derivative of alien contact and an agenda 
imposed upon on top world leaders by these “cosmic invaders” (whatever they 
are, real off-planet aliens, demons, genetically engineered human monsters or 
something else) they must have then had much earlier contact with humans, long 
before Roswell.  In fact, historical art and relics discovered show drawings of 
flying craft, and weird spacemen with apparent pressure suits. Could the so-called 
Illuminati bloodlines have been genetically altered by ancient aliens who still visit 
the Earth?  So far the jury is out on this question but there are numerous very 
interesting ancient cave drawings and medieval paintings depicting various types 
of flying craft and alien appearing beings.

• http://www.aliens-everything-you-want-to-
know.com/AliensinAncientArt.html 

• http://www.nephilimskulls.com/Articles.asp?ID=149 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/06/15/alien-agenda-inside-the-beltway/frescoufon/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/06/15/alien-agenda-inside-the-beltway/tassili_n_africa1/


This cave painting is from Tassili, Sahara Desert in North Africa. It dates back to 
6000 B.C. The figures do not look human. Notice the flying disk in the sky

ONE ESTIMATE OF THE CURRENT SITUATION
It has been rumored that a realistic estimate of the current situation regarding 
the current alien agenda being pushed on top corporate super-elites and select 
top Senators and Representatives with “beyond-black”security clearances is that 
they are told the complete details of the narrative that the world is under Alien 
attack.  These folks then are allegedly being told the full story of the second Alien 
Agenda, that the World is under attack by off planet aliens who are currently 
superior and have threatened to destroy the whole earth unless it consolidates 
according to their radical Globalist NWO plan which will provide centralized control 
and management of the whole world as a single unit and implementation of world 
wide eugenics program with massive thinning of the population, and their 
intended merger with humans to form a new Transhuman hybrid species based on 
the “triple Helix”.

The Shadow Govt’s research on The Triple Helix has been rumored to be one of 
their biggest secrets there is, and it has been rumored that massive funds have 
been allocated for the development of this allegedly self-healing “super human” 
with a greatly extended lifespan and extraordinary mental powers.

Some skin cells have a third strand of DNA and this can create very rapid healing 
(cells such as inside the mouth and certain skin cells).  Current triple helix 
research has been rumored to be concerned with genetically engineering a hybrid 
human being with all DNA triple stranded instead of the typical double strand that 
characterizes humans today.  It is believed that a super soldier bred this way 
could be self healing of all wounds and those with triple strand genetically 
engineered bodies could live indefinitely.

Scientific America Magazine published an article about new cutting edge Triple 
Gene research on Dec. 1, 2008, but then after this everything further about this 
research was apparently locked down:  Scientific American Magazine

THE SHADOW GOVT’S AGENDA APPEARS TO BE TWO TIERED;  IN THE 
HIGHER TIER, BEYOND BLACK SECURITY CLEARANCED “MEMBERS” ARE 
TOLD THE OF THE ALIEN INVADERS AND AN ALIEN AGENDA—AND THEY 
HAVE BEEN RUMORED TO THEN DISPENSE A SPECIAL COVER STORY TO 
THEIR ASSOCIATES WHO ARE AT A SECOND LOWER TIER AND WHO DO 
NOT HAVE SUCH SECURITY CLEARANCE
THE COVER STORY THE FIRST TIER IS RUMORED TO BE DISPENSED TO 
THE SECOND TIER WHICH IS RUMORED TO BE A “BENEVOLENT LIE” 
WHICH DOES NOT MENTION ALIENS IN ANY FASHION, BUT MERELY THE 
ABSOLUTE NEED TO IMPLEMENT THE GLOBALIST NWO SYSTEM IN ORDER 

http://home.sou.edu/~rchristi/courses/genbi/RC/101NewsArticles/Triple%20Helix%20-%20Designing%20a%20New%20Molecule%20of%20Life.pdf


TO AVOID COMPLETE ECONOMIC BREAKDOWN AND THE DECLARATION 
OF MARTIAL LAW IN THE STREETS OF AMERICA

The implementation of the Alien Agenda is for the super-elites who are clearance 
at the beyond-black level only.  The second tier cover story is dispensed to those 
subordinates and non-clearance Senators and Representative, and other USG 
officials and this cover story is basically a Continuation Of Govt matter (COG 
matter).

So if true, it seems that the Alien Agenda has been shared only with the very top 
Senators, Representatives, USG officials and top Corporate leaders who have 
been strictly vetted and have received beyond black security clearances.  These 
folks are then considered “in the club” and have gotten the idea that talking 
openly about this Alien Agenda is likely to result in severe and permanent 
sanction.

THE SECOND TIER COVER STORY IS BASICALLY CONCERNED WITH 
CONTINUATION OF GOVT (COG)

Those at this second tier have been rumored to have been indoctrinated with this 
COG cover story from the first tier “members of the club”.  This COG cover story 
is that there is a coming major world-wide economic breakdown which will 
threaten the very existence of every central govt in the world and they must all 
work together if they want any govt to survive.  Otherwise complete anarchy and 
a return to the stone age could occur.

And is has been alleged that those who run the Shadow Govt have engaged in 
such massive asset stripping to finance their underground bases, anti-gravity 
craft and eugenics programs that this alone is creating the very problem they are 
warning about with their cover story, but it is all disguised as necessary 
Continuation Of Govt (COG) events necessary to preserve the USG during an 
expected impending major economic crises and urban breakdown.

THE SECOND TIER COVER STORY IS DISPENSED TO INDOCTRINATE AND 
MOTIVATE NON-CLEARANCE SENATORS, REPRESENTATIVE AND USG 
OFFICIALS AND OTHERS TO SUPPORT AND WORK TO PASS COG LAWS 
WHICH WILL IN ESSENCE CREATE THE GLOBALIST NWO, AND IT IS 
CLAIMED THIS IS THE ONLY WAY TO PREVENT COMPLETE COLLAPSE OF 
ALL CENTRAL GOVT, ANARCHY AND A RETURN TO THE STONE AGE

The second tier cover story dispensed by these “club members” of the Globalist 
NWO international crime Syndicate to their non-clearance associates and 
compatriots is then the argument of impending world economic breakdown which 



necessitates the massive build up of internal anti-terrorist national, militarized 
police and deployed military in order to maintain stability and continuation of govt 
during this severe economic breakdown and possible major war, which could be 
nuclear.

It is rumored these lower level folks are told that unless they go along with what 
is necessary the USG will not survive, and anarchy will prevail in the streets.  
They have allegedly been told that unless massive order is created by 
implementing these Globalist NWO world wide initiatives, all hell with break loose 
and martial law will be implemented. This second Agenda for second tiered 
officials and politicians appears to be driven by the First Tier Narrative, the Alien 
Agenda.

AT PRESENT THERE IS NO DEFINITIVE EVIDENCE WHETHER THE FIRST 
TIER ALIEN AGENDA IS ACTUALLY TRUE OR NOT, BUT SOME EXPERTS 
INCLUDING WERNER VON BRAUN STATED THAT ALIENS VISITORS WERE 
HARMLESS OBSERVERS AND WARNED THAT THE USG MIGHT CREATE 
THIS ALIEN AGENDA NARRATIVE FOR USE AS A BIG LIE TO GARNER 
FUNDING FOR A SPACE WAR THAT DIDN’T EXIST.

If what Dr. Carol Rosin claimed that Werner Von Braun warned her about is true, 
then this Alien Agenda has been perhaps the biggest lie ever perpetrated on 
mankind and is now serving as the ultimate psychopathic manipulation to 
implement a Globalist NWO system that is criminal, crazy and based on treason 
and sedition and violation of personal oaths to the US Constitution.

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED THE EVIDENCE TO DATE DOES SUPPORT THE 
CONTENTION THAT THE SECOND TIER COVER STORY DOES EXIST AND IS 
A BIG LIE IN AND OF ITSELF, AND HAS BEEN USED TO MANIPULATE 
CONGRESS TO PASS DRACONIAN UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAWS SUCH AS 
THE PATRIOT ACTS, JOHN WARNER DEFENSE ACT, AND THE NDAA 2012 
ALL UNDER THE GUISE OF LAWS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN 
CONTINUATION OF GOVT (COG) IN THE COMING MONTHS
IT IS LIKELY THAT THE ONLY WAY THIS GLOBALIST NWO THREAT CAN 
BE STOPPED IS IF THE PUBIC WAKES UP IN MASS AND RECOMMITS 
THEMSELVES TO THE US CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF RIGHTS, AND 
TAKES BACK THEIR GOVT WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY FUNCTIONING NOW 
AS AN “ENEMY INSIDE THE GATES” THAT OUR FOUNDING FATHERS 
WARNED ABOUT

If the Shadow Govt is the one creating all this world wide chaos of war and 
terrorism by using false flag attacks by using advanced weapons technology such 
as the H.A.A.R.P. network of phased arrays, use of Stuxtnet and sea bed placed 



nukes to have created the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant horror, then perhaps 
they could generate more of these geophysical attacks to soften up their 
opposition.  Certainly the Shadow Govt has already been accused of Operation 
Cloverleaf, the dispensing of toxic chemicals in the skies by “beyond-black” 
aircraft, mass eugenics via insertion of ethyl mercury in the vaccines, fluoride in 
the water, etc. and of starting numerous perpetual unprovoked, undeclared, 
unConstitutional, illegal wars in foreign lands, and massive sex slave trafficking, 
pedophilia and massive international illegal narcotics and weapons trafficking as 
well as fiat bank fraud on a massive scale.

CONCLUSION
Each person must do their own research and examine the best evidence available 
(which actually is quite limited due to the implementation of national security as a 
false cover for most of these issues), and then come to their own conclusions 
what is causing the transformation of so many elected officials into Globalist NWO 
traitors.

The illegal and unConstitutional invocation of national security has served as a 
near complete barrier to public disclosure of massive crimes by the Shadow Govt 
against the average American Citizen and major efforts to asset strip from the 
public in order to build massive underground bases and other very expensive 
special “beyond- black” projects like anti-gravity craft. But the tide may be 
changing thanks to some very great heroes at Darpa who created and 
implemented the the World-Wide Internet with their own hidden agenda designing 
it as a major tool to transmit truth and bypass the controlled major mass media.  
Their hidden goal was to create a means for the alternative media to emerge and 
overpower the major mass media, thus energizing the masses and creating 
critical mass and tipping points, all with the eventual goal of resulting in the 
slaying of the inhuman Secret Globalist NWO Beast.  Thanks to the heroes at 
Darpa, we the people now have a powerful tool to rise up and slay the Beast if we 
use the Internet diligently.

This article is dedicated to all the upright and Patriotic active and retired Intel, 
Military, and Defense Contractors who have served the US Republic in the past or 
present and have courageously refused to be indoctrinated with the Globalist 
NWO philosophy, instead doing their best to reveal what they could about this 
world criminal syndicate to help slay this illegal, unConstitutional Beast, without 
throwing themselves on a sword.



Alien Agenda II: Softkill
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on November 2, 2013

As some insiders at the highest levels know, there is an “Alien Agenda” 
controlling the USG that is administered by top Policy-Makers who sit at 
the top of the “Pyramid of Control” (POC) comprised of several notorius 
individuals who occupy the top positions of the Secret Shadow 
Government (SSG). (1)

This POC which controls the SSG is also known by insiders as the top leadership 
of Majestic-12 (aka Majesty 12 or MJ-12).  Some have called this the “Circle of 
12″ but at this time, it has not been publicly reported or verified who these 
individuals actually are, although many have some well justified suspicions.

These folks are several “senior policy makers” who determine the course 
that the visible, ceremonial or “pretend” US Government takes.
These few top Policy-Makers at the top of the POC have essentially hijacked the 
USG by taking the controls of the SSG (aka the “Military Industrial Complex”) 
which emerged as a parallel government during WW2 and rose to complete, 
unchallenged power after Roswell, using the Alien ETs and their “need” to protect 
the secret of anti-gravity craft, using it as an excuse to set up a “National 
Security State” and institute spying and counter-espionage against the American 
People.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/jim/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/alien-midway.jpg


Note:  The subject of this article is noticeably incredulous to those that 
are uninformed of the basic related evidence.  Unless you have read and 
studied the history of Roswell, know about Dr. Steven Greer’s disclosure 
project, what happened at Roswell, and the Alien Agenda, it is 
recommended that you don’t waste your time reading this article.

Roswell was a major turning point and the true origin of the Secret 
Shadow Government (SSG).
It was at this point, after Roswell (2), that the SSG started back-engineering 
captured alien technology as well as instituting a covert war against “we the 
people”. This covert war against American citizens was no mere coincidence, it 
has been alleged to have been largely a by-product of identification of these top 
policy makers with aliens they began to work with in “beyond-black” shared 
technology development programs (special access unacknowledged programs 
with no written budgets or records).

It is also believed that the POC/MJ-12 was working with 
aliens ETs in underground alien/human hybridization genetics labs located  in 
several Deep Underground Bases (DUMBs), the most well known one of which is 
Dulce, NM. (3) This deep RICO criminal secret has been revealed thanks to some 
great American whistle-blowers who worked there and believed that what they 
were doing was abject evil in the truest definition and that the American people 
have an absolute right to know, despite official SSG policy.

After Roswell, a secret Shadow Government (SSG) and Majestic 12 
emerged followed by the National Security State, aka the “iron fist in the 
velvet glove” and treaties were entered into with alien ETs to gain ultra-

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/51+AjsxID4L._SY344_BO1204203200_.jpg


high technology and anti-gravity in exchange for access to human 
abductees and human genetics.

During the years since Roswell that MJ-12 has been working with certain alien 
representatives, it is now believed by some at the peripheral levels of all this that 
that those at the top levels of MJ-12 who set the policies of the SSG as well as 
the visible ceremonial government, have been infected with a Cosmic Parasite 
which essentially strips away their human soul and replaces it with some kind of 
“hived” and noticeably inhuman, evil spirit entity. Apparently these soul-stripped 
leaders of the POC/SSG/MJ-12 could not have been transformed, that is, taken in 
the Cosmic Parasite as served up by the alien leaders they were working with 
until several things occurred.

In order to become infested with the Cosmic parasite of Evil they 
had to have become “human compromised” that is they had to 
have willingly entered into into sexual honey traps or done some 
very criminal and socially unacceptable crimes against humanity 
like bribery, murder, starting wars, participation in eugenics, 
mass theft by fraud, pedophilia, etc., best summarized as 
habitually violating the Golden Rule (“Do unto others as you 
want them to do unto you”).  Once they have become human 
compromised, their souls become stripped and they become 
even more evil, giving up all their humanness, and giving control 
over their actions to the influence of this evil Cosmic Parasite 
which has its own specific “Alien Agenda”, which is eugenics, 
soft-kill and hard-kill to depopulate the earth, to Terra-Form the 
earth and then to repopulated it with Alien/human hybrids.

Once these top Policy-makers have lost their souls and taken in the evil Cosmic 
Parasite, they can then proceed with invading the Health and Welfare of other 
human beings and have almost no pangs of conscience.

If they do they can quickly be brought back in line or silenced if 
necessary by human compromise operations (Humint) or other 
direct executive actions such as various types of 
“neutralizations”, sometimes extra-judicial terminations with 
Extreme Prejudice. This means placing their own wants, needs 
and satisfaction first before concern for anyone else, technically 
functioning as a criminal psychopath.  The reason for Terra-
forming the earth is not yet known for sure, but perhaps it is 
being done to help radically reduce the human population as well 
as to prepare the earth to better support in-habitation by 
alien/human hybrids as well as mining and extraction of 
minerals and resources desired by the aliens. Several highly 



informed researchers, and one high level intelligence officer, 
Gordon Duff, Senior Editor of Veterans Today have alleged or 
reported that these top Policy-Makers have actually had personal 
alien ET “spiritual guides” that have been assigned and 
introduced to them.

These entities can reputedly run interference for these super-elite deviant top 
Policy-Makers, invoke Babylonian evil “Black-Magick spells” and do some limited 
Psi-powered spying and remote viewing for them. And they are rumored to 
require human sacrifices in return and expect and require their Kingpins within 
the “Circle of Twelve” to create as much human suffering and death as they can 
get away with, without being discovered for what they are.  This requires very 
crafty acts of constructing cover and deception for their various hard-kill and soft-
kill operations and use of cutout, often multiple layers of such.

These inter-dimensional spirit guides are energy parasites that feed off 
of their induced, manipulated human suffering and mass death.

These inter-dimensional “spirit guides” which can materialize and dematerialize in 
front of their assignees during secret rituals are claimed to receive their life 
energy and great enjoyment from massive human suffering and mass-murder, 
the more the better.  There are however “rules of play” that limit their ability to 
operate, and the biggest block to their complete takeover is human free-will and 
the Golden Rule or treating others the way ones desires to be reflexively treated. 
the ability of these “Cosmic Parasite” evil spirit guides to gain control over society 
if based on their skills and ability to deceive and tempt folks to violate the Golden 
Rule and harm others or fail to care anything about others.

Aerial Chem-trails sprayed by DOD contract airlines are real and they are 
secretly mandated by the SSG as part of their required Alien Agenda for 
soft-kill.

And it has been determined by some scientists that private DOD 
contractors are spraying toxic chemicals into the atmosphere, chemicals such as 
barium salts, nano-particles of aluminum and other toxic substances now showing 
up in grossly elevated human blood-levels, ground water and soil. It is suspected 
by not yet proved that such toxic contaminants are also being added to jet fuel in 
smaller but still toxic concentrations.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/is2.jpg


Some DOD contractors/pilots have come 
forth and shared what they were told about the spraying, an obvious false cover 
story. In fact several false cover stories have been told to different 
contractor/pilots, narratives that contradict each other so we know that someone 
is lying. One cover narrative is that the chemicals are being sprayed to block 
Global warming, but some scientists say they would tend to promote it.

Others say these chemicals are being sprayed in association with top secret 
satellite based radar experiments to pick up inter-dimensional alien anti-gravity 
craft (AGCs). Another cover story is that these chemicals are biological agents 
needed to mass immunize the world’s population against new pandemics which 
would otherwise occur.

A very small Ruling Cabal uses the power of the National Security State 
which emerged after WW2 and Roswell to implement an Alien Agenda 
which is so evil it is incredulous to even those who are briefed on it.

The bottom line is that a very small secret “Ruling Cabal” of top Policy-Makers are 
able to impose their agenda upon the earth’s masses and this appears to be in 
line with a evil, anti-human agenda, one which some insiders have called an 
“Alien Agenda” to depopulate the earth of humans, Terra-form it, and repopulate 
it with alien/human hybrid which will be mass bred with a hived-mind, always 
obedient to the “Queen Bee” (aka the “New Caesar of the Ages”) who the aliens 
are planning to install as their NWO leader as soon as they take over.

After these top Policy-Makers were successfully human 
compromised, they became infected with the evil Cosmic 
Parasite as their souls were snatched and also became “hived” 
to the master Alien Agenda, a most evil script. It was at this 
point that these top policy Makers began to institute secret but 
radically evil covert programs to eugenicize and/or “soft-kill” 
the American public.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/chemtrail_plane.jpg


Here is a listing of the various anti-human programs instituted by these 
top Policy Makers to soft-kill “we the people” in a covert war against 
American citizens:
1-Eugenic vaccination programs which inject dumbing-down chemicals like ethyl 
mercury (aka Thimerisol), toxic adjuvants like squalene and aluminum, other 
toxic substances and cancer viruses like SV-40, and in some vaccines various 
serious diseases like HIV/AIDS added (such as hepatitis B and smallpox vaccines 
for certain specially targeted populations).

2-Flouride added to the public water at toxic levels with no concern for the overall 
health effects.

3-Mercury added to vaccinations along with numerous other toxic “adjuvants” 
which feed the Rockefeller created and controlled allopathic Big Medical and Big 
Pharma establishment.

4-GMO foods which are gene spliced to create higher crop yield, have “built in 
pesticide properties which are toxic to humans, and which contain top secret 
special RDA or DNA fragments which can alter human genes, effect health and 
create disease.

5-Aerosol spraying of known to be toxic chemicals in toxic concentrations which 
dumb-down the populace, create cognitive slippage (aka “senior moments of 
memory lapse” and difficulty with word selection–i.e. temporary “mental blocks”), 
reduced intelligence and various disease.

6-Advanced, beyond-black psychotronics using cell phones, cell phone 
transmission towers, other ELF ground waves, Lilly waves, and ground voltage 
which can produce related conditions such as impaired cognitions, and blood 
disorders, dyscrasias and slow but progressive intra-cranial tumor generation in 
some high level users.

7-Engineered pollution/toxicity (“Iron Mountain” style) such as building nuclear 
reactors on fault lines with poor and unsafe designs and ignoring Thorium 
designs, engineered disasters such as the BP oil spill with deployment of the 
notoriously toxic Corexit products, contamination of ground water with endocrine 
disruptors which disturb sex roles and fertility, contamination of ground water 
with careless or toxic fracking, and stage Fukushima type events. Both the BP oil 
spill with massive Corexit deployment and Fukushima are considered “death star” 
or potential extinction type events for the oceans and some nations by some 
experts. The deployment of these pollution which in many cases is disguised as 
due to lack of enough USG regulation is used as part of an overall strategy to 
take away power from the individual states and to amass more and more 
centralized Federal Police State power as expressed in the numerous, idiotic, 
freedom robbing regulations of the EPA designed to take away land rights from 
ordinary Americans.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsCT1JqiOyE


Climbing the super-elite deviant food chain requires abandoning the 
“Golden Rule”, allowing ones soul to be extracted and replaced with an 
evil Cosmic Parasite.

By now you can see that anyone who intends to climb the super-elite 
deviant food chain must prove themselves worthy according to the evil 
performance standards of the SSG top Policy-Makers. This way no one 
gets to the top unless they have already lost their souls (some may have 
never had them and came from “bloodline families” believed to be 
Nephilim/human hybrid already). And those that are on their way up that 
stumble to a re-emergence of conscience (aka soul starts to re-assert or 
come back) are further human compromised and blackmailed for 
horrendous anti-social acts they get involved in due to temptations 
provided that they are not able to easily withstand.

Everything done by the SSG to spy on, tyrannize and harass Americans 
(especially the Federal Whistle-blowers) is a byproduct of this evil alien Cosmic 
Parasite influence, bets known as the “Alien Agenda”.

Top Policy-Makers are RICO criminals.
The following two videos show the work-products of these few Top Policy-Makers 
actions to soft-kill American Citizens in secret, which are RICO criminal acts by 
RICO criminal psychopaths which just happen to be in high SSG policy making.

The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, AKA as 
the RICO Act, is a “United States federal law” that provides for 
extended criminal penalties and a civil “Cause of action” for acts 
performed as part of an ongoing “Criminal organization” or 
crime syndicate. The RICO Act focuses specifically on criminal 
Racketeering and it allows for any syndicate leader to be tried 
for the crimes which they had “Dirty hands” in because they had 
ordered others to do, or assisted them in doing, thus closing a 
previous loophole that allowed someone who ordered a 
subordinate to, for example, murder, or to commit another 
crime, to be exempt from the prosecution and conviction 
because he did not actually commit the crime personally.

RICO was enacted by section 901(a) of the Organized Crime 
Control Act of 1970 (Pub.L.91-452, 84, Stat. 922, enacted 
October 15, 1970). RICO is codified as Chapter 96 of Title 18 of 
the US Code, 18 USC §1961-1968. While its original use in the 
1970s was to prosecute the Mafia as well as others who were 
actively engaged in organized crime, its later application has 
been more widespread and can involve civil actions as well as 



criminal prosecutions and should certainly be applied to 
SSG/USG and central Bankster criminal Kingpins and their 
cutouts or partners in crime.

The abject power of these top RICO criminal psychopaths is so isolated, so 
protected and so enhanced by the illegal application of so-called “national 
security” to protect their “national security state. Thus these SSG/USG RICO 
criminals are able to institute massive soft-kill eugenics (as well as “hard-kill 
mass murders of induced war) all over the world with the public unable to learn 
about this because the Controlled major Mass Media (CMMM) which is merely a 
SSG propaganda dispenser, refuses to report on these events or give them 
proper, realistic coverage.  In stead the CMMM merely provides debunking and 
cover-up. It is only the advent of the Alternative News now available on the 
worldwide Internet that is finally disseminating this hardcore truth exposing these 
most evil parasites on the human race, the RICO gangsters who are the top 
Policy-Makers that truly make all American policy, run all major American 
institutions and run America at almost every level.

Here is a video video about the secret development of HIV/AIDS and its 
deployment as a bio-weapon, paid for by Congressional and DOD funding 
(Operation Naomi).
Here is a controversial video which proposes that HIV/AIDS was a biological 
weapon developed with Congressional and DOD funding.  Some experts believe 
this was done as ordered by top SSG Policy-Makers, the folks who sit at the top of 
the Pyramid Of Control (POC) and appears to be acting according to an alien 
agenda.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

Here is another important video for those who have time which  is called 
“Flouridegate”. 

If you are short on time, you can skip ahead through the various sections.

This movie is a very detailed “snapshot” into how the USG health watchdog 
agencies are controlled by the hidden “Policy-Makers” who operate according to 
an evil, alien SOFTKILL AGENDA, rather than according to their supposed 
assigned role of protecting the health of Americans (they do just the opposite). 
The amount of deceit, lying and debunking that goes on in the top positions of 
these USG and private agencies and association is simply amazing and constitutes 
high level fraud and criminal negligence at a minimum, most likely mass murder 
too, prosecutable under RICO statutes.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpw5fGt4UvI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5C3ybXhLa4


Conclusion:
For those that dig enough and do enough detailed research, it becomes obvious 
that top Policy-Makers are hidden deeply within the Secret Shadow Government 
(SSG) which is the nexus of the National Security State, itself which is blatantly 
unConstitutional, violates all “Rule of Law”, is beyond reach of ordinary societal 
correction, is technically a very large RICO crime syndicate and is “evil beyond 
normal perception”, that is more evil than a normal human being can imagine. 
The actual reason?  It is because the origin of this agenda that these top Policy-
Makers impose upon Americans and the rest of humanity is a byproduct of an evil 
Alien Agenda which they have internalized and adopted in exchange for unlimited 
wealth, power, fame and luxury. To keep their positions they must continue to 
work together with their like to create as much human suffering and death as 
they can get away with, without being exposed publicly, thus providing the 
“negative energy” their Cosmic Parasite evil alien Overlords require and feed on.

But in the final analysis it is a deal with “these evil entities” some have identified 
as the “spawn of lucifer” and in the process they lose their very souls, and 
become agents of evil and the Alien Agenda. Stay tuned, in my next article the 
very interesting and largely unknown process by which Presidential “front-men”or 
cutouts are selected by these top Policy-Makers will be identified and the process 
by which public policy is “administered” i.e. deployed upon America will be 
explicated.
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Alien Agenda III
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on January 15, 2014 

Sharon’s Death, the Third Force and the Planned 
Desolation of Jerusalem

“Once upon a time”

Last week Ariel Sharon was unplugged from his respirator after 8 years 
of existing in a coma-like state. 
Does Sharon’s death signify a new turning point in the future of Israel? 
However, before that can be answered folks need to investigate and gain 
understanding why was he allowed to die now after being kept “alive” on 
life support for eight years.
And they also need to understand why Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated as 
well as a very strange and evil Alien Agenda that is engineered to “take 
no prisoners”.

This Alien Agenda is now being imposed on the whole world through only a few 
top Policy-Makers.

These Top Policy-Makers are strategically positioned at the top positions of power 
that sit at the nexus of the hidden worldwide occult network and the secret 
shadow government.

It is now known that these top Policy-Makers have been involved with Alien ET 
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entities and received secret power.

This positioning as top Policy-Makers has placed them in key positions as principal 
Cutouts for the Third Force. And the Third Force is only beginning to make its 
presence and power evident to the masses. Holding such strategic positions 
places them at the top of world power hierarchies, thereby allowing them to set 
top policies in every government of the world.

At the time Sharon entered into the coma, it certainly signified 
an abrupt end to the secret agreement negotiated with him on 
behalf of the State of Israel for a workable, true Peace 
Agreement between Israelis and Palestinians. But why was he 
unplugged now rather than years ago? That is the key question 
here.

Sharon is finally dead

Some thought that Muslim Intel operatives poisoned Sharon as revenge for 
Yassar Arafat whom they believed was murdered at Sharons’ orders.

Recently evidence has emerged suggesting that Arafat was assassinated by the 
administration of Polonium, something Israeli Intel has been believed to have 
access to.(1)

Some international Intel experts believe that there was a sophisticated 
assassination attempt on Sharon, but it was not done by Muslims as revenge for 
Arafat’s alleged assassination.

They believe that Sharon was taken out of play because he had made a 180% 
degree turn from a fierce, exceedingly aggressive warrior to a peace advocate. He 
had agreed in principal for a workable Peace Agreement between Israelis and 
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Palestinians that was being promoted by the man who was the President of the 
United States at the time.

Sharon’s death has been attributed to extreme hawkish elements in the Israeli 
Defense and Intel establishment that just could not accept his recent personal 
changes. These changes included his morphing from a warrior with a record of 
extreme military aggression into a man who wanted peace between Israelis and 
Palestinians. To understand this possibility and likelihood, an examination of the 
facts around the assassination of Rabin is certainly in order.

Several times in recent years there have been serious efforts made to create a 
workable Peace Agreement for Israel and Palestinians, and both sides have 
agreed in principal. However before such agreements could be activated, in every 
instance, strange events have occurred that interfered and prevented the 
enactment of any workable, real Peace Agreement.

It was during the Presidency of Ronald Reagan that a real and workable 
Israeli-Palestinian Peace Agreement was at hand. Few know that A true Peace 
Agreement was negotiated by Presidential Secret Agent Lee Wanta with Yitzhak 
Rabin. Had Rabin not been assassinated, this Agreement would have been 
actuated.

The involvement of Rabin in changing his views and becoming 
willing to advocate a workable, true peace agreement between 
Israelis and Palestinians, with full recognition of both nations 
and the establishment of fair borders for both in a compromise 
arrangement is a story that has not been told before. 

Now for the first time you will learn what really happened, that 
is the true story and context that led to Rabin’s assassination 
and who the likely string-pullers that ordered his murder and 
why.



Yitzhak Rabin, the Israel Leader who became serious about establishing a true 
Peace Agreement between Israelis and Palestinians after secret negotiations with 
Secret Agent Lee Wanta on President Reagan’s behalf.

Rabin had agreed to a workable Peace Agreement which was brokered by Lee 
Wanta as he served as President Reagan’s personal Secret Agent.

Rabin was assassinated upon the orders of radical elements of the secret 
command structure of the Israeli intelligence system. These highest elements 
within the Israeli Intel and Defense structure have been alleged to be functioning 
as Third Force operatives (Cutouts), knowingly or unknowingly.

The bottom line is that these top Israeli Policy-Makers maintain and have 
maintained a 100% policy of no true Peace Agreement with Palestinians will ever 
be permitted.

They will allow lots of talk and many promises but no real Peace Agreement ever. 
Their extreme commitment to the zionist “Greater Israel” racist 
delusion/compulsion/obsession and as long as they are in power will never allow 
Israel to make peace.

The question is why, and although the answer will seem incredulous to many who 
consider it for the first time, there is now good evidence to support the answer for 
those that are willing to take the time to examine the supporting evidence.

In 1993, Lee Wanta negotiated a true Peace Agreement between the 
Israelis and the Palestinians. Involved was a 5 Billion USD aid package to each 
party for their cooperation in activating the Agreement.  It was a done deal, 
already to sign when Rabin was assassinated. Here is a copy of the letter which 
Rabin sent to Lee Wanta who was serving as Ronald Reagan’s secret agent 
responsible for negotiating this Peace Plan.
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Below is a copy of the Totten Doctrine [92 U.S. 105, 107 (1875)] Rogers Houston 
Memorandum:
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Lee Wanta, President Reagan’s Secret Agent and a Great American Hero, served 
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Reagan under the Totten Doctrine.

Wanta’s claims are well documented and supported by facts despite 
coordinated efforts to wipe his past clear and bury all associated documents.  In 
American intel this is exceedingly difficult to do because of all the excessive 
bureaucracy and production and filing of multiple copies in strange locations.

For those that are skeptical of Wanta’s claims which seem quite incredulous to 
those who have never heard of them before or taken the time to truly examine 
the evidence, let me assure you there is ample documentation available to 
support them. (1)

This includes massive documentation included in his book, Wanta! Black Swan, 
White Hat  ,   now available on Kindle in digital form in its latest edition for about 
$10 (2 ), or free in an earlier edition on Lee Wanta’s website. (3)

I have spent two months examining and studying the documents available which 
took Wanta and his biographer Marilyn MacGruder Barnewall about 5 years to 
recover and assemble. Fortunately two top Generals assisted by providing docs. 
And despite misinformation from detractors in the past, I am well convinced that 
Wanta’s claims are fully supported.

There is a radical Alien Agenda that has been imposed on the world and it has 
involved setting up and using Cutouts, best described as several top Policy Makers 
or “Kingpins.” Once these Cutouts have attained their ascribed goals, a later 
phase of the Alien Agenda involves getting rid of them and throwing these 
Cutout/top Policy-Makers on the trash-heap of History once the Third Force is 
done with them.

It has been alleged by insiders close to top policy-Makers that 
Marduk came down from the heavens within the last year after 
many years of exile. He was greeted by numerous top world 
officials, and was later crowned King of Africa at Mandela’s 
funeral. 

Supposedly, Marduk’s exile of many years ago (going back to the 
Enochian Epoch) was a sentence enforced on Him for violating 
God Almighty’s “Cosmic Rules of Play”. 

And one of the main rules is this, unless a certain critical mass of 
the earth’s human inhabitants violate the Golden Rule of “do 
unto others as you want them to do to you” (AKA “love your 
neighbor as you love yourself), Marduk and the evil ET alien 
leaders cannot bridge the sovereignty of humans. 

So obviously alien Mass mind-kontrol and Hollywood culture 
(AKA Hollywoodism) are major tools that have been employed to 
“dirty up” humans and seduce them into giving consent to the 
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Alien ET beings presence and takeover. These Alien ET beings 
are believed to be inter-dimensional spirit beings, many regard 
as fallen angels, Nephilim, demons, Jinns, and/or evil entities 
that live many centuries. (4 & 5)

Soon Abbadon (aka Appollyon) will allegedly come up from the “pit” though 
Mount Herman to bring absolute Chaos to the whole world. This will then be 
followed by his “complete NWO solution” to major world problems. However, this 
will only occurs after he is crowned the Caesar of the Ages in the New World 
Order Temple built in Jerusalem over the previous location of Solomon’s temple.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=oPXgQaMoT1w

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

The UN has an office on Mount Herman. Why? Preparing the way for 
Abbaddon to rise from inside the earth (aka the “Pit”) where he has been held 
captive for his earlier crimes against humanity during what many call the 
Enochian Epoch (as described in the Book of Enoch).

After Abbaddon has risen and deployed massive, worldwide disorder, chaos and 
destruction, and has cleared and depopulated the city of Jerusalem and probably 
most of Israel, he will then pave the way for the seating of the anti-Christ to 
descend. Some say he will descend from a large Alien ET UFO to become seated 
in the New World Order Third Force Temple at Jerusalem as the Caesar of the 
Ages.

There is considerable disagreement of Marduk’s part in all this.  
Some believe that Marduk was crowned King of Africa and will 
serve as the great prophet that will prepare the way for the NWO 
Caesar of the Ages. Others suspect Marduk will rise again and 
then descend in an ET UFO for the masses to witness on 
worldwide Television, and will himself become seated and 
crowned as the New Caesar of the Ages in the NWO Third Force 
Temple in Jerusalem. 

Others suspect that Abbaddon’s job is to wreak havoc and chaos 
on the Earth as a great destroyer. And that Marduk’s job is to 
serve as the great prophet preparing the way for the descent and 
crowning of the Caesar of the Ages in a new temple built on the 
Temple of The Mount in Jerusalem.

Before an evil alien ET can be crowned Caesar of the Ages in a new temple in 
Jerusalem built on the Temple of the Mount, Jerusalem must first be made 
desolate. It is likely this will be done by some new type of nuclear device or some 
advanced alien ET technology, perhaps gained through an exchange of alien 
technology for human biologicals, and then back-engineered.

Some believe that Israel will also be depopulated and most Muslim countries 
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weakened economically to the point of collapse. Perhaps a nuclear exchange will 
decimate Jerusalem, Israel and a significant portion of the Arab Middle East, 
creating radical depopulation in those areas hit.

The bottom line is this, the several top Policy-Makers that serve the Third Force in 
secret, pay first homage to it even more than to family, nation, government or 
so-called peer groups. And lately these top Policy-Makers have been making some 
astounding and surprising complete reversals and betrayals, apparently as 
instructed to do by their alien ET masters.

Zionists Kingpins and Cutouts all over the world are very confused at how the 
top Policy-Makers they thought were their allies have turned on them and are 
“cutting them loose”. Israeli leaders are confused because the Obama 
administration has turned against them and is pursuing its own Agenda, best 
described as a Third Force Agenda.

The war criminal died without suffering…a shame really.

This reversal of policy by America is a completely new phenomena out from left 
field. It is a real curve-ball to the world zionist Central Banksters and their 
Noahide Talmudist associates, NeoCons and top Sayanims and media 
mouthpieces and talking heads. It is also greatly disturbing as well to those who 
own and operate  the Controlled Major Mass Media (CMMM).

And many now realize that the CMMM is little more than a USG propaganda 
dispenser and chronic advertiser of notably, false absurd or dysfunctional Big 
Pharma ads, military recruiting ads, political ads, and absurd gadget and phone 
sex ads.

Without these advertising scams, most at night, the CMMM would be bankrupt in 
short order. it is no coincidence that less than a majority of Americans believe 
anything the CMMM says and go directly to their favorite alternative news 
websites like VeteransToday.com, DrudgeReport.com, Rense.com, 
whatreallyhappened.com and the like.

The Israeli policy of “No Peace Ever” has been deployed by covertly hijacking 
asset nations like America and use of Cutouts to attempt to systematically and 
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incrementally capture future territories in order to create “Greater Israel”. This 
racial based, religious obsession is far from a passing obsession and fancy.  This 
obsession has kept the Israeli High Military and Intel command from allowing any 
true Peace Agreement between Israelis and Palestinians to be negotiated and 
enacted.  And that is why Rabin and then Sharon were covertly assassinated.

And the best evidence so far is that Sharon was kept on a respirator for all these 
years to serve as an ongoing warning to anyone else who might try to negotiate 
such an agreement as he did.

Yes, that is correct, Sharon, the most aggressive, pugilistic warrior Israel ever 
had, a man blamed for numerous massacres of innocents such as the massacre of 
hundreds of innocent Palestinians including women and children at the refugee 
camps of Sabra and Shotila. He was also believed to be the primary planner for 
the 9/11 false flag attacks falsely blamed by the George W. Bush Administration 
on Middle East Muslims from Iraq and Afghanistan.

Some blamed a secret team of 
American Intel for poisoning Sharon for his part in planning and deployed the 
9/11 attacks on America using zionist assets in the USAF High Command, NORAD, 
the Pentagon and the White House as well as the NeoCon and Sayanims.

This is always a possibility that some deal was struck where it was agreed that 
Sharon had to go (these kind of high level back door negotiations actually do 
occur).

But the best evidence so far is that the Israel High Military and Intel Command 
(very top Policy-Makers) decided that Sharon had to go. the reason? Because 
Sharon had completely changed his mind and became in favor of negotiating a 
true Peace Agreement between Israelis and Palestinians and compliance with 
prior UN Sanctions and Agreements.

At the time this executive action was taken, it was rumored that Sharon’s 
complete and unexpected turn-around was due to the successful deployment of 
ultra-high tech psychotronics and pharmacological mind-kontrol.

Perhaps some day the full story will emerge because as Intel assets get old, sick 
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and close to death, they often start talking and telling what really happened 
behind the scenes. But at this time it does seem likely that his own high 
command refused to support his complete turn-around and took executive action 
that they are so infamous for all over the world including inside Israel and even 
among their own.

Conclusion: It’s a very good guess that the unplugging of Ariel Sharon marks a 
serious turning point for the coming desolation of Israel and much of Jerusalem 
as well as some Muslim enemies who have the major military capabilities.

It appears that the Alien Agenda is control of a very few top Policy-Makers who 
control the Israeli High Military and Intel Command. And these top Policy-Makers 
appear to be working in concert, knowingly or unknowingly, with other select third 
Force controlled top Policy-Makers in the USG. This supposition makes sense since 
the current USG Administration which has been recently throwing the world 
zionists and NeoCons major curve-balls and reversals of previously long standing 
policies toward Israel.

Israel, the major Cutout for the zionist City of London Central Banksters is now 
being Cut-loose and thrown to the dogs in systematic, incremental fashion.  And 
it seems clear that the secret reason for this is the existence of an Alien Agenda 
to clear the land in Jerusalem so that the Caesar of the Ages can be seated and 
crowned.

Domination of Jerusalem has been the desired Crown Jewel for hundred of 
years by the European kings and Nobility, the British Knights, and the Knights 
Templars. In the past, alien ETs prophesized to them in secret encounters (some 
called them personal guides after making a luciferian blood contract) that a NWO 
Caesar of the Ages will be seated and crowned in a newly rebuilt temple like 
Solomon’s. These folks believed that taking Jerusalem and discovering its secrets 
would unlock eternal life and they would become Kings of the World themselves 
when the NWO ruler descends from the Heavens and is seated and crowned 
Caesar of the Ages.

The World Zionists have always believed that this NWO temple 
was to be there and it would be a Talmudic Noahide New World 
Order.  Wrong on all counts because once the Alien ETs are done 
with their Kingpins and Cutouts, they get purged and thrown on 
the trash-heap of History too. (6) 

Those who have the time and want to explore the subject of 
alien ETs, alien/human hybrids, Secret Space War, and the Alien 
Agenda can use the VeteransToday.com search bar or by using 
other search bars.

Since the days that George H. W. Bush was President, contrary to the 
Prescott Bush (Sherff) Immunity Agreement, the USG has been manipulated into 
to deployed the American military to fight Israel’s wars in the Middle East. These 



proxy wars have been fought at great personal cost to thousands of fine American 
soldiers who have been completely betrayed by their leaders. These fine American 
Soldiers have endured abuse beyond reason in so many ways, physically and 
mentally that it would fill many books to adequately describe such treason, 
sedition and abject betrayal towards them by their own USG.

Are Entities like this controlling the World’s top Policy-Makers on behalf of the 
Third Force? Are they the Hidden Hand, or the “Missing Piece of the Puzzle” folks 
must understand in order to get a grip on all the strange unConstitutional actions 
of the USG, and the inability of “we the people” to bring Congress into compliance 
with their wishes?

The interesting thing about this is that the few select top Policy-
Makers/Controllers of the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) is that they have 
covertly deployed back-engineered alien ET “beyond black” weapons technology 
against the world. Such weapons include aerosol atmospheric spraying aircraft, 
with serious toxins in their jet fuel, and in even higher concentration by direct 
spraying pumped through nozzles from tanks inside special aircraft of CIA and 
DOD contractors. This is worldwide as are other secret eugenic programs such as 
tainted water and special vaccine additives as well as GMO foods which indicates 
alien ET control.

And the same forces at play have also produced so many unConstitutional USG 
laws like the Patriotic Act, NDAA, Affordable Healthcare Act, and the new illegal 
zio agencies like DHS, TSA, FEMA and the like. And no matter how many of the 
populace protest and call their Congresspersons and Senators, nothing is ever 
done because Congress, the Administration and the judiciary are completely 
owned by a few alien ET controlled top Policy-Makers. And these few top Policy-
Makers are now comletely controlled by the Third Force and serve as its direct 
agents.

Top Policy-Makers have become deer in the headlights themselves and 
never foresaw this possibility. For  the last few centuries at least, the top Policy-
Makers have formed a working alliance with evil to gain power, wealth, status and 
fame. Every single one of these folks lost their souls before they entered into 
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these blood contracts and exchange programs.

Their one obsession the last 100 years has been to subdue to earth, capture all of 
its populations to use a worker bees to built a Globalist NWO One-Government 
System and then to dispose of them systematically through eugenics, war, 
environmental poisoning and sophisticated bio-warfare. They have always 
assumed they were far to special to ever become a liability and personally 
targeted for disposal or purge. This is the toxic narcissism that inherently comes 
with the use of power for personal gain and the “selling” of one’s soul to gain that 
power.

To attain these long term goals, these top policy-Makers have partner-shipped 
with evil either directly through family based (blood-line) blood contracts via 
personal spirit-guides whom appear to them when they enter into such 
agreements. Or by forming working partnerships with alien ET entities for 
exchanges0, or both. The one major blind-spot these top Policy-Makers have been 
completely unaware of is the great risks personally dealing with such evil entities 
who always turn on their own at some point, cut them loose and toss them on the 
trash-heap of History.

Why haven’t they been able to see that ultimately you cannot trust evil, once 
it no longer needs your services. Yes, after the NWO basic structure has been set 
in place, then it becomes “bye-bye” time and Kingpins and Cutouts.  They are 
already starting to get Cut-loose and thrown on the trash-heap of History.  In fact 
if one studies history carefully, this has always occurred.  It is now already started 
for the City of London International World Zionist Crime Syndicate (IZCS) and its 
main Cutouts, Israeli top Policy-Makers and USG and SSG top Policy-Makers.

Yes, these are the folks who have set up DHS as their own internal American 
army to oppress and wage war against the American people and if possible 
exterminate them.  And they plan to do this by morphing DHS into a new 
American Cheka, by rolling out a Bolshevik style Red Terror like Lenin, Stalin and 
Mao did to mass-murder over 140 millions humans. But there is a little problem 
that is now becoming a very big problem for them, and this is the worldwide 
Internet and the Alternative news  and truth it provides. Once the truth is 
published it resonates and spreads like wildfire all over the earth at the speed of 
light.

The top Policy-Makers have used spirit guides and alien technology to mind-
kontrol and cast a spell of lies and deceit over America for over one-hundred 
years.  They have used this to capture and hijack the political, banking, mass 
media, governmental and  corporations of America and to use them as weapons 
against “we the people”. This includes doing everything they can to destroy the 
Rule of Law, buy up or “human-compromise” all Politicians, elected officials, USG 
officials, high military and intel command as well as most Judges. However, 
thanks to the Internet the truth is spontaneously emerging, followed by a new 
worldwide populism and this is destroying the lies and spell of these soulless infil-
Traitors, hijackers and controllers of America. Now watch the system implode as 
hundreds of more Snowdens, Novitskys, Binneys, and Drakes emerge from deep 



inside the lies, Treason and Sedition of the NSA, DHS, TSA, and the alphabets and 
their proprietaries.

The thing is once folks inside these parasitical neo-Bolshevik Agencies are 
exposed to the truth, the Third Force based spell is broken and dissatisfaction 
spreads quickly within these agencies and folks begin to sandbag, obstruct and 
even leak anything and everything. Soon only the leaders will remain as “true 
believers” in the massive lies and deceit which forms their operating agenda. At 
this point it is only a matter of time when these agencies will implode from within, 
unless they are stopped first by massive pressure mounting from the masses who 
no longer believe the lies behind these criminal agencies that violate Rule of Law 
and the US Constitution and Bill of Rights.

The next big thing that will occur (and you will learn of this eventually, Snowden 
was only the first public barrage) is the emergence of a major secret war inside 
these entities from within. And here’s a hint for you about something to think 
about when this all comes down upon their heads and you start finding out about 
it. Hundreds of Intel Cowboys will be close at hand in the background laughing 
their asses off as true, covert justice is delivered by use of very crafty unidentified 
means. You will then understand the term fully, “Payback is a bitch” and the 
Republic of the Great Constitutional Republic America is not dead.

Doubt that these forces are at work to save the Republic, then consider this 
recent article about a very highly respected retired CIA Officer, Michael Scheuer 
with a spotless record. This man is truly one of America’s finest that has always 
told the truth. (7) And he is but one of many who is done with the USG and 
agency lies and deceit. What he had to say is just the tip of the iceberg now 
growing inside every major US Intel Agency, the high military command and 
inside DHS and NSA and all alphabets as well as widespread in all parts of the so-
called “Federal Family”.

This is DHS’s secret agenda for America on behalf of their zio City of London and 
Israeli controllers that want to mass-murder all Goyim as their final revenge for 
their so-called “holocaust” (which exists mostly in their own racially paranoid 
delusions). And this racial paranoia, persecution of Palestinians and provocations 
of Muslims that comes from it could easily serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy to 
actually produce a very real “holocaust” for the City of London/Israel zios 
themselves.

Watch as DHS implodes over the several years as the chickens come home to 
roost, and world populism spontaneously emerges and demands a new form of 
representation. DHS, all alphabets and even the SSG will split within as most in 
the Federal Family wake up to their mass-murder doctrine and will turn on their 
senior officers and move against them. This too will be one of the most surprising 
turn-arounds in recent history ever experienced and those zio senior officers in 
power are far too demented and arrogant to ever see it coming.  If they do, 
however and take drastic efforts to turn the Federal Family into a “snitch family” 
this will only speed up the blow-back and seal their fates faster.

The most sinister and covertly deadly weapon of all deployed in the Middle 



East Wars is perhaps the use of depleted uranium (DU) in bombs, guided 
missiles, in other projectiles and cannon rounds. This DU is known by scientists to 
be truly genetically Toxic and responsible for numerous permanent mutations and 
incurable illnesses. The use of these DU weapons were previously forbidden by 
long standing US Army Regulations and Policies, but have now been deployed as 
a eugenics weapon in the Middle East wars despite all the previously accepted 
standard prohibitions.

This DU has been carefully deployed to serve as direct fertility reducer and long 
term mind and body destroyer.  DU alters genes but kills and sterilizes slowly. A 
great deal of the DU has always drifted into the Israeli Populace and their birth 
rate is now less than replacement.

So the more wars that Americans have been manipulated into fighting for the 
Israeli High Command, the more DU is dumped into the war-zones. And the more 
drifts into Israeli populations by various means, air, water, food, etc. and the 
more is ingested into Israelis which lowers their fertility drastically and is 
rendering a secret soft-kill upon the entire populace. So the paranoid religious 
persecution delusions of the Israeli Khazarian Judaic Converts has really 
engendered DU poisoning. It has done so as unintended, currently unrecognized 
Blowback from manipulating America to fight its Middle East Wars, which are 
actually proxy wars.

How’s this for “what goes around comes around” or “payback is a bitch”, or 
“Blow-back”, or never trust evil folks at the top of your nation’s government to 
“help you”? Sperm counts are exceedingly low and dropping. Is this just an 
aberration or is it another aspect of the Alien Agenda being deployed? Is this the 
first stage in cutting Israeli leaders loose with the next stage the clearing and 
desolation of Jerusalem and perhaps much of Israel?

Obviously, a worldwide boycott of Israel’s apartheid system against Palestinians in 
growing as more and more institutions cut ties and withdraw investments. It was 
just reported than more Dutch firms are cutting ties with Israel.(8)  Israel is now 
under tremendous pressure to either stop its Apartheid against Palestinians or 
face complete divestiture and boycotting by other nations and their institutional 
investors, European first and then American.

Have the “chickens come home to roost” in the State of Israel and will they soon 
come home to Our Great Nation–America with the additional deployments of the 
Alien Agenda in the near future in America and worldwide?

A cursory look at increasingly bad public relations that the International Zionist 
Crime Syndicate (IZCS) has brought on Judaics worldwide shows it to be quite 
notable.  Unchecked and uncorrected, this could easily produce a second 
persecution. This backlash could easily be produced, especially in Europe by their 
hard line “global war forever” strategy against Muslims and Palestinians in order 
to built the “Greater Israel”.  It could be a result of the increasing recognition by 
many in Europe, the Middle East and America that the IZCS and their Cutouts, 
the NeoCons and Dual Citizen Israeli-American Traitors were involved in planning 
and operating the 9/11 False Flag attack.



It almost seems as if the same “big trick” that produced the first persecution in 
Europe by Nazis is going is now being repeated in Europe, also the Middle East, 
America and elsewhere. The common thread here is the top Policy-Makers that 
control such matters, folks who are known to be products of a lawless hidden 
hand. This Third Force is believed to be covertly in control of a worldwide 
luciferian occult network.

It is also suspected of being linked to an ancient, evil, anti-human parasite which 
has used evil alien ETs to form treaties which provide for an exchange of alien 
high technology for human biologicals in some of the largest, most powerful 
nations.

Note: many thanks to Lee Wanta for sharing information and documents about 
his negotiations with Rabin on behalf of President Reagan. Marilyn Barnewall, 
Wanta’s biographer has just published an article which further supports what Lee 
Wanta has been willing to share. (9)
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Alien Agenda IV: Alien Ultimatum or 
Final Warning ?
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on June 23, 2014 

 

Has a Final Warning been delivered by a benevolent Alien ET group that the  
Super-elite Oligarchs running Planet Earth must quickly clean house or suffer a  
Final Judgment/Cosmic Reset?

Several top inside sources, including Veterans Today Senior Editor 
Gordon Duff have claimed that a very serious message was delivered to 
Super-elite Oligarchs.
As the reports go, a somber military style briefing was delivered during a recent 
meeting of a certain top group of Super-elite Oligarchs, not the CFR or Trilats, but 
perhaps a group something  like the Pilgrim Society.

It could be expected to be exceedingly difficult to get accurate information about 
such a sensitive meeting and what goes on behind closed doors with high security 
in place but Gordon Duff has provided confirmation that this briefing did occur.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/jim/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/aliens-nordic.jpg


Indications suggest, but do not confirm, that the briefer, allegedly a very 
high ranking official in the UN, communicated a very somber message to 
this group of Super-elite Oligarchs on behalf of this certain group of Alien 
ETs. 

The actual description of the details of the message that was delivered by this 
briefer has not yet been disclosed. It appears the basic idea was that unless these 
Super-elites cleaned up the massive corruption and evil in the world, a very 
powerful Cosmic Entity was going to deliver a massive worldwide Final 
Judgement, perhaps best described as a Complete Cosmic Reset for Planet Earth.

This briefer may have told this group of super-elite Oligarchs that unless 
they abated the high levels of corruption they have perhaps allowed 
and/or produced, 90% in the room would not be there in two years.

It is unknown at this time if this certain Alien ET group that is rumored to have 
insisted that this message be delivered to Super-elites will be the ones delivering 
a “judgment” or not.  However, based on what we do know, it is unlikely that they 
would be the ones. It is likely that the Military Briefer was delivering this warning 
about another Alien ET group that is very old, has an evil history operating as a 
major Earth Parasite mass-murderer of humans.  This is the same Alien ET entity 
which has been the origin of most evil in the world and will continue to do so 
unless human consent is withdrawn at every level.

Note: This article is written for well informed active Military, Veterans, Intel  
or retired Intel, USG Policy Makers, and Members of Congress. If you do not  
have some knowledge of Secret Space War issues, reading this article is  
probably a waste of your valuable time.

What particular Entity would be delivering a Final Judgment or “Cosmic 
Reset” to Planet Earth?
I cannot provide you with information as to what the means of any such 
Judgment to be delivered to the world would be or what the actual reasons will 
be. Only an educated guess can be made at that. It could be a warning that 
unless abated societal corruption will run its course and will soon destroy modern 
civilization as we know it resulting in mass death. Or perhaps it will be a provoked 
Civil War, or induced urban rioting and the burning of large urban areas followed 
by a massive crackdown and mass arrests by the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS); or the inducement of a major worldwide nuclear WW3; or 
perhaps an induced major worldwide economic crash followed by massive urban 
breakdown and loss of government.

Or perhaps a direct geophysical attack on Planet Earth by a certain Alien ET group 
using advanced Cosmic Space War weapons systems used to induce worldwide 



weather or environmental disasters. Or perhaps an induced large meteor strike. 
Or perhaps a direct invasion by an evil, parasitical, cannibalistic Alien ET group 
known as the Dracos, the reptilian “Order of the Snake”. Perhaps this Judgment 
will be a massive worldwide flood, a world wide massive alien attack using super 
weapons unknown to most, such as a powerful worldwide EMP or some other 
static generating interference or force-filed that would stop all electronics cold. 
Perhaps a climate catastrophe or numerous, repetitive disasters. Perhaps the 
sudden spontaneous detonation of all nuclear material.

Or could it be that this particular, evil group of Cosmic Parasites the Dracos are 
now taking the Earth’s nations into a complete economic collapse and total 
Nuclear WW3, unless they are stopped cold soon. And a certain benevolent group 
of Alien ETs, the Tall White Nordics are attempting to warn the super-elite 
oligarchs that unless they get serious about stopping this and detach from this 
evil they will lose everything they own as the whole world goes up in ruin in a 
nuclear WW3.

At this time it is not known if this briefing communicated a warning of what is set 
to occur as societal disintegration due to massive corruption at every level, or 
whether it communicated an alien ultimatum to clean it up or suffer an alien 
delivered judgment by another Alien ET group which will not allow the coalition 
between Dracos and Humans to use their jointly developed ultra-high weapons of 
war technology or their jointly developed time-warp technology to pose a threat 
to the galaxy or beyond.

Artists concept of what an ancient reptilian, “order of the snake” Draco Alien ET 
Warrior looks like, based on historical reports. The evil Luciferian Dracos, the 
originators of World Zionism which emerged from the Teutonic Knights and the 
Hanseatic League, now suspected to be the horsepower behind Mystery Babylon, 
Babylonian Money-Magick and the Old Black Nobility aka the “Hidden Hand”.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/alien-alpha-draconian.jpg


Are the Dracos Cosmic parasites who have been attacking Planet Earth 
for many centuries going back at least to Ancient Babylonia?

Some insiders have referred to this exceedingly evil Cosmic Parasite group the 
Dracos as the evil reptilian Luciferians, with Mars the War God as their leader also 
known to some as Marduke. Marduke is believed to have lived many years and 
was previously driven from Planet Earth when human consent was withdrawn.

Marduke or “Mars the God of War” appears on several military awards such as the 
Congressional medal of Honor and allegedly has a statute on top of the US Capitol 
Building, some also refer to as Persephone, Goddess of the Underworld and 
Minerals. Others say this statute represents both in true Masonic duplicity and 
sexual dualism.

Some believe Marduke is back for another try and this time he may succeed in 
completing his Alien Agenda which is to allegedly inculcate a worldwide occult 
Luciferian network of his own super-elite Oligarchs to rule on his behalf. In return 
he provides all the wealth, power and status these folks can imagine but is using 
them to take the world to destruction, depopulation while creating massive 
human suffering to feed his  parasitical negative energy needs.

It has now been established beyond any reasonable doubt to 
anyone who examines all available evidence already publicly 
disclosed that Alien ETs exists; crashed Alien ET anti-gravity 
vehicles have been recovered and back-engineered; that Alien 
ETs have frequently visited the Earth; have entered into treaties 
with the leaders of more than one government; have exchanged 
ultra high tech alien technology for access to human and animal 
DNA, have established secret underground and underwater 
bases for themselves; and have established secret bases with 
various nations as joint efforts for android development, trans-
humanism development, and advanced cloning, hybridization 
and chimera experimentation.

It has also now pretty clear to some who have access to top 
insider information that there is a complex Cosmic Space War 
which is ongoing at this time. This space war involves certain 
alien ET groups against each other, against human groups, and 
human groups using alien ET anti-gravity craft against each 
other.

 

Soon the reality of Alien ET’s and their Anti-gravity Craft (AGCs) will be 
revealed publicly to the World.



It is now known beyond any reasonable doubt 
that the USG knows Alien ET Anti-gravity Craft exist and that the USG has deep 
black secret Space Fleet of their own Anti-gravity Craft (AGCs).

Regardless of the typical party line of lies and coverups typically and serially 
presented by the Controlled Major Mass Media (CMMM), UFOs have crashed and 
been recovered, have been identified and back-engineered and the USG has had 
a Secret Space Fleet of Anti-gravity craft for over twenty years.

And there is an ongoing Secret Space War with various factions battling in Space 
for Tactical Dominance: Alien ET craft of different Alien ET groups are periodically 
battling each other, firing sophisticated “beyond black” ultra high-tech space 
weapons such as plasma cannons and high powered lasers or masers (particle 
beams); human Space fleets are periodically battling Alien ET Anti-gravity Craft 
(AGCs); and various Earth originated Secret Space Fleets are battling each other.

There have been rumors dating back to the 1970’s that the USAF and the USN 
had their own space fleets and at times had some battles with each other. Some 
insiders have suggested that the 9/11/01 attack on the Pentagon with the cruise 
missile was done by the USAF in retaliation for the USN investigating an alleged 
WZ theft of over 3 Trillion dollars. It is known the the Office of naval Intel and the 
navy accounting section was the main target at the Pentagon.

By the way, the brief video clip by Richard Dolan is not easy to discount. He is 
very highly respected, always conservative in his conclusions and has become the 
confident of numerous insiders that know the truth about Alien ETs, Anti-gravity 
Craft (AGCs), USG back-engineering of AGCs, the USG Secret Space Program, 
and off-planet colonization and “Break-away Societies.”

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

Richard Dolan was also the personal confident of a top ranking CIA man 
responsible for UFO matters for the USG, and took his deathbed confession which 
is staggering in its implications.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCO6Y_-9AHA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaxtKeWKPBs
http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/thulsa-doom.jpg


“They” walk among us.
It is now well known by many insiders, some of whom have disclosed that there 
are some Alien ETs that looks like normal humans and are walking among us, 
deeply embedded in high positions of Government, getting married and producing 
alien/human hybrids. The lowest estimate of the number is 200,000, some say it 
is far higher and these folks comprise the Oligarchical “Bloodline Families” and 
most of the Oligarchy and cannot therefore be easily reasoned with since they are 
really not human and have a love for Luciferianism in their blood.

It is also well known that some Alien ETs who look human are involved in 
enforcement activities to cover up actual UFO encounters and suppress disclosure 
by insiders. Yes, Kelly AFB once had a special team of Psyop experts that 
“dressed up” and imitated the real Alien ET men in black and suppressed the UFO 
and Anti-gravity secrets, but most suppression is now done by the real “Men in 
Black” which are either pure Alien ETs or alien ET/human hybrids.

Has an actual Space Fleet Pilot been recently allowed or “programmed” 
to go public ?
A very interesting personal testimony of a man claiming to be a US Space Fleet 
Pilot has emerged. Everyone must judge for themselves as to the plausibility of 
this man’s claims. Personally I think they are accurate based on what other 
reports I am aware of which carry similar stories. But if they are not, someone 
would have had to have provided deep black secret information to this man.

The USAF has had advanced anti-gravity crafty since during the Vietnam war and 
landed some at night in war zones that were supposed “not to exist” in order to 
haul drugs out. This was known as Operation Whitestar and when these craft 
landed (usually only one at a time and infrequently too), everyone was told to 
turn away and not look.

It is no longer deniable that the USAF has deployed Anti-gravity Craft (AGCs), aka 
Black triangles for at least 20 years, first photographed by police and many 
witnesses in Belgium:

http://nexusilluminati.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/black-triangles-cornerstone-of-
usa.html

And it is important to note that several top insiders have disclosed to associates 
that one Alien ET group is demanding “complete disclosure” of the reality of Alien 
ETs soon or they will do it themselves. It is suspected this same group, the Tall 
Whites aka “Nordics” had instructed their Earth representative to communicate a 
“Final Warning” to the Super-elite Oligarchs who are deeply involved in running 
Planet Earth.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWLZwD4qq2c&list=PLrXgKEckSUWi9F7fTfoXFxwOU4Xe2iWej&feature=player_detailpage
http://nexusilluminati.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/black-triangles-cornerstone-of-usa.html
http://nexusilluminati.blogspot.co.uk/2014/06/black-triangles-cornerstone-of-usa.html


The reason for the communication of this “Final Warning” or Ultimatum 
to Planet Earth remains unknown at this time.
The information provided does not at this time include the Alien ET’s reason for 
giving this Final Warning or Ultimatum. We can only speculated based on 
background information. One informed source who does not know for sure has 
suggested that perhaps a very power Alien ET group, the Tall Whites, believed to 
be “peace-makers” is concerned that a certain group of evil humans working with 
a certain notably evil Alien ET group (known to be incredibly bloodthirsty, evil and 
anti-human, the Serpentine Reptoid Dracos), have began to develop access to 
means to warp time and create a significant galactic threat which extends beyond 
the earth’s solar system.

Cosmic Rules of Play have been claimed by some insiders as a means 
provided to the masses to stop this process that will produce Worldwide 
Judgment or a “Cosmic Reset” for Planet Earth.
It is strongly suspected that this certain Alien ET group that has delivered this 
Ultimatum believes that there are Cosmic Rules of Play that require humans in 
mass must give consent to their corrupt Oligarchical Rulers in order for this evil 
Alien ET group to work with these certain oligarchs to advance an evil anti-human 
agenda. If true as this group has claimed in the past, this means that if humans 
withdraw consent in mass, this evil Alien ET group cannot advance its agenda to 
destroy humans, Terra-form the earth, colonize it and mine the minerals for their 
own sinister purposes.

Human enslavement and mass death with great human suffering is the 
Draco game which their Cutouts help them fulfill in return for vast 
political power, wealth and status.
Mass human death and maximum human suffering feeds the negative energy 
needs of the parasitical Dracos. Without this and periodic human sacrifices on 
Luciferian or satanic holidays, these Cosmic parasites start losing power over the 
world since their need for negative energy is disrupted. If you stop the human 
sacrifice of the Luciferian/Satanic cults you will cut off this source of power for the 
Dracos. And this can easily be stopped if we have some decent leadership in the 
FBI and the US Department of Justice, since they  have Intel reports which detail 
all who do these serious crimes against humanity and children, often infants. 
Historically, those in these key investigatory and prosecutorial positions have 
themselves been deeply compromised by the International Zionist crime 
Syndicate of the City of London run out of Cutouts in Israel and Germany and 
deeply infiltrated into America and many other nations through Israeli espionage 
fronts like AIPAC, B’nai B’rith, the ADL and the SPLC.

And perhaps the recent emphasis in Europe on Dumping the Federal reserve 
System in America and on the elimination of Israeli Apartheid as a means to get 
Palestinians back their stolen land and housing is best viewed as the results of 



some very effective payback covert operations already deployed.

Luciferian Organizations like the Skull and Bones serve as major Cutouts 
for the Luciferian Dracos.
It is well known from History that the group that started the notorious Skull and 
Bones obtained their money from Opium Sales and enslaving humans through 
addiction in order to amass great fortunes. Skull and Bones is a notable Death 
Cult that worships death and believes that by ministering death to the masses, 
they can purify and protect the human race. It is suspected that many of the 
groups in this occult network have basically contracted with these evil Alien ETs 
who have a hidden agenda to destroy mankind through the generation of massive 
war, and various sophisticated soft-kill methods as well as biological warfare 
means such as engineered plagues.

It is also well known by astute researchers that many of the world top oligarchical 
groups are part of a worldwide Occult Network that worship Lucifer, are dualistic 
sexual perverts, have major interests in the “Seven Sisters” or their offshoots 
(emphasis on capitalizing on the mining of Earth minerals for huge profits). It has 
been suggested that these folks suffer from a number of dysfunctional delusions 
which make them a clear and present danger to all other residents of Planet 
earth, and that they believe that doing evil is desirable and necessary in order to 
obtain massive power from their god Lucifer, as long as they are not on the 
receiving end.

If there are Cosmic Rules of Play requiring human consent, how then can 
humans withdraw consent? 
The way that has been proved the most effective has been related to the printing 
press and the mass media. When Gutenberg invented the printing press this 
revolutionized instant communication and served to increase the “Moral Density” 
of the masses as long as it represented the truth. When the Press and 
Mainstream media was hijacked and became a tool of Madison Avenue as 
suggested and enabled by Eduard Bernays, it became a tool used to mind-kontrol 
the masses and advance an evil agenda to corrupt and enslave the masses.

The worldwide Internet has become the New Gutenberg Press and despite the 
numerous World Zionist driven misinformation sites, the Truth is still being 
advanced and spreads like lightning all over the world instantly. truth resonates 
and once out, its massive dissemination all over the world and diffusion among 
the masses cannot be stopped.

The worldwide Internet versus the Controlled Major Mass Media (CMMM).
At present the Alternative news provided by the Internet is far outpacing the 
Controlled major Mass Media (CMMM) in America which has become a USG 



propaganda discriminator and advertiser of mostly false or exaggerated claims 
from Big Pharma, military recruiting ads, phony gadget ads, late night phone-sex 
ads for drunk, high or delusional male listeners.

The Major Mass Media can be a powerful tool of promoting ethics, morality and 
exposing injustice and corruption in the Government and in business. But it is 
now hijacked and compromised with owners and Editors serving as agents of 
those who have hijacked America and have worked so hard to nullify the US 
Constitution, Bill of Rights and Rule of Law.

Personally, I think that the masses of the world are engaged in a race involving 
the Internet against the Ruling super-elite oligarchical groups that run the world 
and promote massive corruption and lies at every level to obtain their own evil 
agenda.

We know that the Internet is waking many up all over the world and has become 
a powerful tool of truth. It is stimulating a very massive emerging populism in 
many nations all over the world including America. Populism is coffin nails to the 
Ruling oligarchs evil occult agenda. these evil groups know this and are now 
responding.

And according to Senior Veterans Today editor Gordon Duff, Israeli Intel and 
espionage fronts inside America have been recently exposed inside the US High 
Military and Intel Command for doing the 9/11/01 attack on America which was a 
nuclear attack based on new Russian Intel dumped into the public sector, 
apparently in retaliation for the USG’s covert interference in the Ukraine and 
Syria.

Yes, the USG Military and Intel High Command know Israel did 9/11 with the help 
of some Traitors in the JCS, NORAD and the USAF, and numerous Israeli-American 
Israeli-first “dual citizens” and they are hoppin’ mad and want total payback asap. 
This exposure and retaliation has already caused the USN to sink two Israeli 
Dolphin subs which contained nuclear armed Tomahawks.

And more is coming in the form of very crafty, sophisticated Psyops and covert 
operations which are designed to produce maximum payback against those in 
Israeli and America that did 9/11. this exposure will help break the brainwashing 
of the CMMM and will expose the perversions and evil promulgated by these 
World Zionist entities which are basically Luciferian and evil to the core.

The worldwide Internet is causing the CMMM to fail.
Lately this strategy has started failing as the staged mass shootings (done by 
Mind-kontrol) and the phony simulated ones are becoming completely exposed by 
astute researchers such as Professor James Fetzer with his amazing Sandy Hook 
work. Too many folks have already learned about what a Gladio-style, inside-job, 
false-flag attack is and why governments have staged them for hundreds of 
years. Without all this fake, staged Madison Avenue advertising and expensive 
Political advertising the CMMM would go bankrupt. Since its business is down due 



to a growing lack of trust in it, revenues are dropping and much of the advertising 
revenues comes from the Military for recruiting, Big Pharma, sports, and phony 
gadgets and systems.

What options are available to the Ruling oligarchs to stop this coming 
loss of control?
Their options include: starting a color revolution or civil war to give a government 
more power; stage various false-flag attacks to promote massive fear which can 
be used to motivate the masses to give up rights, freedom and liberty. Perhaps 
they can start a Civil War between America masses and their own private Zionist 
army inside America, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Or they can 
start a nuclear WW3 over some staged conflict or Color Revolution that they have 
set up. Or they can perhaps generate a complete 1930’s style depression.  Or 
perhaps withdraw various types of welfare and food-stamps and precipitate major 
rioting and burning in certain large urban areas.

The Big Trick, a great deception?
Apparently this Alien ET group which has delivered the warning is attempting to 
point out that the agenda being followed by this interconnected group of Ruling 
Elite Oligarchs (an occultic Luciferian Agenda) is actually a very big deception and 
trick. And they are also apparently making the point that if this evil agenda is 
continued, it will lead these leaders, their own families and the whole world into 
massive depopulation and terra-forming at the hands of this evil Alien ET group 
many call the Dracos whose home base is believed to be the City of London.

Actually some insiders believe that this evil Alien ET group has so far completely 
deceived these super-elite oligarchs into doing their dirty work but providing 
massive wealth, power and status, but taking a path that will soon lead to total 
destruction and mass death including 90% of all Oligarchs. This mass death will 
be part of the secret Agenda of the Dracos to depopulate the earth of humans, 
Terra-form it and repopulate it with their own or their android creations and then 
mining minerals they value.

In order to pull this off they have had to have their own cadre of super-elite 
Oligarchs doing their evil, parasitical will while being self-deluded into believing 
that they are purifying and saving the human race by drastically “thinning the 
herd”.

Many experts on society know that if the masses withdraw consent and become 
desperate or unable to live with the status quo any longer having lost everything 
dear and all their dream, no longer have anything to lose and will quickly create a 
major change in governance. But if they have been disarmed and their 
government becomes a tyrannical force making war against the masses, then it 
becomes far more difficult for the masses to induce or create change. That is why 
it is so important that American retain their arms.



Right now the largest army in the world is comprised of American hunters and 
gun owners of all classes, races and origins. This provides the ultimate barrier to 
an out of control USG that has been hijacked by World Zionists working on behalf 
of the evil, Luciferian reptilian Dracos who worker bees are also sometimes called 
the “Order of the Snake.”

The Chief Action Agents or Cutouts for the Dracos are World Zionists.

The Draco guarding the City of London which is the Center and Central Command 
for World Zionism and Luciferianism. It is the Babylonian, Black-magick Financial 
Power of the City of London Rothschild Banking System that provides the Draco 
power for World Zionists, aka “World Bolsheviks” in Israel and wherever they 
have penetrated any nation.

Gordon Duff, Senior Editor of veterans Today, has revealed on several occasions 
that the Soviet Union, which was started by Bolsheviks in 1917, later created the 
State of Israel as a Soviet, Bolshevik enclave to use to penetrate American Intel. 
And he also reveled that American Intel allowed this to hope to use Israel to 
penetrate Soviet Intel.

When Pollard, a Dual Israeli-American Citizen betrayed America and committed 
the biggest acts of espionage against America in history resulting in over 1,000 
deaths of American agents and assets, contrary to popular belief he was 
functioning as a Soviet Spy, sheep-dipped to track back to Israel rather than the 
Bolshevik based Soviet union.

After the Soviet Union fell due to Lee Wanta’s heroic work as President Reagan’s 
Secret Agent under the Totten Doctrine, Israel has remained a Soviet left behind 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/bd-03.jpg


army and a center for the neo-Bolshevik infiltration, hijacking, take-down, 
destruction and mass-murder of most Americans, and also to serve as a replay of 
the mass murder of 66 million Russian Peasants in Bolshevik Russia after the Tsar 
and his family were murdered.

World Zionism is Luciferianism and is Draco inspired and empowered.
If you haven’t already figured out that World Zionism is actually Bolshevism and 
is run by Luciferian anointed families, it should be clear now. The City of London 
Rothschild based, Zionist private Central Banking is little more than Bolshevism 
disguised as private Central Banking. And Talmudic Judaism is Luciferianism 
anointed by the Dracos. Some astute researchers believe that the reason 
Talmudic Zionism is dead set on subduing, asset stripping, dirtying up and then 
murdering all Goyim as an act of complete neo-Bolshevism revenge against those 
who believe that they have been accepted by God Almighty instead of Judaics.

If the thesis that the Dracos are evil Luciferians is correct, this would explain the 
alliance of the WZ’s with Luciferianism, Satanism and memberships in the highest 
levels of Masonry and various linked occult death worshiping cults, as well as their 
obsession with murdering all Goyim as part of a seriously dysfunctional and 
clearly false racial delusion.

The Bottom line to all this is this: Americans must take back America 
from the foreign infiltrators and hijackers.
Populism is emerging at a rapid rate all over the world in most societies thanks to 
the worldwide Internet which is the equivalent to a new Gutenberg Press. Truth 
published in the alternative Internet media resonates with the populace and 
spreads like wildfire at the speed of lightning. It has now become a new 
worldwide sport to use the high speed ability of the Internet to research 
government covert operations and crack them as criminal conspiracies. And 
millions of amateur Internet researchers are doing so from all ages, walks of life, 
cultures and nations.

Yes it is becoming a very big pastime and leisure sport and Populist Internet 
Researchers are getting very, very good at cracking government criminal 
conspiracies. This is especially so when top investigative researchers like 
Professor Jim Fetzer and his numerous associates of other top experts start 
disassembling these government criminal conspiracies that typically use the false 
cloak of “national security” to keep the public from knowing about their evil 
crimes. Once Professor Fetzer starts in on a case, thousands follow suit from all 
walks of life as well as other top experts and continue disassembling these 
government criminal conspiracies and RICO crimes.



A new major individual Sport and Worldwide Leisure Pastime of cracking 
conspiracies by basic Internet Research has emerged which provides 
powerful access for almost anyone of any age to vast quantities of 
information in mere seconds by the use of sophisticated search engines. 
The Powers That Be (PTB) know that unless they do something to either restrict 
the Internet or mitigate its elicitation of world populism, their power and control 
over the masses will be short lived. Their options to do so are limited also 
because of the Internet’s worldwide penetration and the fact that the masses are 
becoming informed of government staged and deployed Gladio-style, inside-job, 
false-flag attacks and it is becoming a leisure pastime and new sport to figure out 
recent covert operations and how they were staged.

Much of the credit for this new pastime of cracking government covert ops must 
be credited to Professor James Fetzer who started this new trend of what is best 
described as covert research by groups of top experts in associated fields relevant 
to each case. This has been Professor Fetzer’s usual methodology in cracking 
many prominent cases such as the JFK & RFK Assassinations, the 9/11 attack on 
America, the Boston Marathon fake Bombing, and the Sandy Hook Hoax which 
had no dead kids or teachers at all.

The simple truth is this, that truth is the perfect antiseptic to government lies and 
tyranny. If a significant proportion of the masses “wake up” and get active to 
change things (some experts say 12%), rapid political change for the good will 
occur. The Media is always the key.  As long at the Major Mass Media is 
consolidated into six huge WZ linked corporations, the public remains mind-
kontrolled and bamboozled by government lies which the CMMM disseminates as 
the truth.

It’s time for the Masses to “Wake-up” and take America back to be their 
own Constitutional Republic once again.
The massively corrupt super-elite Oligarchs have been able to maintain rule 
because of the public’s inability to fathom their own Government’s massive lies 
and evildoing. Most of the masses have a deep desire to Belicia that either the 
Government is a benevolent parent figure, some are determined to believe that 
the Government is God. Up until the advent of the Internet it has been very hard 
for most to accept that their own Government almost never tell the truth about 
anything. Or that it is run by criminal psychopaths and the criminally insane who 
don’t give a hoot about any citizen at all.

The CMMM has been very effective in maintaining this myth that the God is good 
and cannot lie or conspire against “We the People” in order to take our assets and 
use our young as cannon fodder in the Banksters wars for profit. But with the 
advent and popularity of the alternative media on the worldwide Internet, the 
New Gutenberg Press, this is all changing and for the first time in many years, the 
public has quick access to most of the truth.

If the masses wake up and stop cooperating with the system at all levels and 



demand change, it will happen.  If the masses remain well armed and fiercely 
resist any attempts to be disarmed, tyranny cannot prevail as the masses 
demand real change and work together to route out the foreign espionage 
elements and criminal banking that has infiltrated and hijacked America.

Understanding Psi-power, the unconscious power of the group mind of 
the masses is the key for “We the People” to take back their 
Constitutional republic of America from the World Zionist hijackers.
This ability of the American People to take back their Constitutional republic is 
best described as Psi-power. The top Luciferians at the head of the Snake aka the 
World Zionists have always known about Psi-power and how it must be used to 
mind-kontrol the masses and direct them to become totally distracted in ways 
that prevent their own use of Psi-power to establish control over their own nation.

I cannot tell you how this reversal of control may occur if a certain mass of 
Americans wake up (estimated by experts to be about 12% of the people). I can, 
however, assure you the likelihood is very high that somehow Americans will find 
a way take America back if a certain critical mass of “We the People” wakes up. 
This process is an unconscious spontaneously emergent event in the mass group 
mind, but once it reaches a critical mass it cannot be stopped by the ruling 
Oligarchs.

The mass awakening of the masses and group effort to take their nation back is 
always a mysterious psychological, mass-mind process best called voluntary 
psychic hiving of the group mind. It can occur in numerous mysterious ways but 
the results are people waking up and taking back their nation one way or another. 
It is the reverse of psychotronically, mind-kontrolled, drug or genetic induced 
hiving because it comes from the heart and mind. Psychological warfare experts 
have known for many years that in order to maintain control in a nation, the 
hearts and minds must be won over. If this does not happen, control cannot be 
gained and if temporarily gained will be lost eventually.

The powers that Be (PTB) aka the Luciferian World Zionists that have hijacked 
America know that unless they keep Americans distracted with staged TV shows 
and movies, drug, alcohol, gambling or porno addictions (also called “stoking the 
flesh”) and complete control of the information highway (CMMM) to be 
misinformation and lies, Americans will wake up. Right now the PTB/WZs are 
losing control over the Hearts and Minds of Americans.

The PTB/WZs know that ultimately the ongoing erosion of the CMMM by the 
Internet, the New Gutenberg Press, will result in the waking up of America and 
most of the World. That is why they are doing everything they can and also 
considering extreme options such as provoking a new American Civil War between 
DHS and “We the People”, an EMP or equivalent attack, or a nuclear WW3 to 
abate this worldwide emergence of populism.

If you have had trouble sleeping at night or hear ringing in your ears, you will 
understand this is evidence of a massive, ongoing psychotronic attack on the 



world through various sophisticated means including Wi-Fi, Cell Phone Towers and 
perhaps space platform or ground based equipment. And yet despite all this, such 
efforts have so far not succeeded in suppressing the American Spirit which is now 
rising and cannot be stopped.

 

Bonus item for those who have time and interest. Here is an excellent 
presentation by Richard Dolan delivered in Amsterdam several years ago.

YouTube - Veterans Today -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMn8NCGVUV0
http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/image002.jpg


Alien Agenda V: World Zionists Play 
Russian Roulette With Alien ETs
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on July 19, 2014 

A strategic part of the Draco Agenda is to take down America as soon as possible.

by Preston James
 

Georgia Guidestones which allegedly recite the Alien Agenda for Planet Earth in 
eight different languages and contain the “New Ten Commandments” that Alien 
ETs plan to institute after their Global Population Reduction or “Reset.” 

Have Ruling Super-elite Deviants set up a Secret Cell of Nuclear Weapon 
Scientists to covertly and quickly develop advanced Nuclear Devices they 
can then deploy to depopulate America by 90%, in order to avoid a  
threatened 100% Depopulation ” Reset” by Alien ETs which would  
include themselves? 

Note: This article is written for retired military and Intel with advanced knowledge 
of Space War matters and Alien ET visitors. 

If you have not examined all the evidence of such matters that was presented in  
previous Secret Space War articles, you are probably wasting your valuable time 
reading this and it will seem like nonsense to you. Why waste your valuable time  
reading about something that will just not fit into your mind?

You are not allowed to know this information by the Powers That Be (PTB). They  
don’t really care what you believe as long as it is plausibly deniable, but they  
have taken extreme measures to make sure you cannot know these things for  
sure by controlling the USG, the Judiciary, the Major Mass Media and the  
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Educational System. 

Note: over the last 50 years hundreds of individuals have been murdered to keep  
these secrets from you and many thousands have been threatened, or seriously  
harassed and coerced to stop talking about what they have seen close up. The 
last several years the whole Intel system of the Secret Shadow Government  
(SSG) is breaking down and the facts about the Secret Space War that has been 
ongoing in America since 1947 can no longer be kept from the public. This article  
is dedicated to the Great American Heroes who have now made this story  
possible to be told at Veterans Today.

The particular Alien ET group which allegedly made this “Reset Ultimatum” in the 
first place was identified by a insider and is believed to be the Dracos, a 
particularly evil group of Reptilian Alien ETs.

The existence of this “Reset Ultimatum” was first reported by an insider and then 
corroborated by another with more information about the actual perps at the top 
of the Pyramid of Power.

It is believed by numerous insiders that these Dracos are represented by 
and aligned with the World Zionists (WZs) which work out of the City of 
London Financial District through their main Action-Agent Cutouts, Israel 
leaders and their Assets inside the American Establishment.
These stateside assets include NeoCons, PNACers, AIPAC, B’nai B’rith, Israeli-
American Israeli-first Dual Citizens, and the private Federal Reserve System which 
is a franchisee of the City of London’s World Zionist private Central Bank. (1)

Note: These Dracos only appear to a 
select very small number of WZ leaders in Europe and America, which have been 
referred to as “Luciferian Circles of Twelve” one inside America and One in 
Europe. Some have claimed these Circles of Twelve become Circles of Thirteen 
when Lucifer appears in person as Baphomet during key rituals.

The Dracos’ alliance with pure Evil.
It is now known that the Dracos claim to get their power directly from Lucifer and 
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have been assigned the responsibility of targeting Planet Earth for depopulation 
by Terra-forming and re-population of a new Draco/human hybrid species. 
Recognition of this alliance between the Dracos and the entity that has been 
trying for eons to be the Ultimate Evil Destroyer of mankind certainly explains a 
lot of questions about the presence of so much evil, death, destruction and 
human suffering on planet Earth.

The reason that there is now an increasing number of ordinary folks who know 
about the Dracos is because they have been observed by Alien ET abduction 
victims during abductions directing Greys to perform strange medical procedures 
to extract biological materials from these abductees.

The information about this Final Warning seems to fit with numerous 
other reports over the last several years. If true, this warning carries 
some startling implications for the continued survival of the American 
Masses and perhaps the World Masses.

Statue of a Draco guarding over the World Zionist City of London Financial District

These World Zionists (WZs) are also known as the City of London Banksters, aka 
the Rothschild World Bankers.

These WZs have two main Action-Agents/Cutouts, the Bush Crime Cabal (BCC, 
aka Fourth Reich) and the International Zionist Crime Syndicate run out of Israel 
(IZCS).

Why would these Dracos order the few top WZs who they run as their primary 
Cutouts to institute just drastic action to reduce the population in America? 
Haven’t they obtained enough success toward attaining their intended NWO Alien 
Agenda?

The answer is a definitive NO. The NWO was supposed to be shoved fully into 
place by the end of 2,000 AD. When it failed they actuated much more serious 
backup plans using staged nuclear Terror and related blackmail, and emphasized 
an international War on Terror as a means to create cover for their police state 
buildup inside America using DHS, an Israeli occupying force and a new heavily 
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militarized Police that answer to DHS.

The Dracos have been very concerned that they are now losing ground because of 
the deep penetration of truth being published at the speed of light all over the 
world via the Internet, which they view as the New Gutenberg Press. They feel 
that unless they institute their fall back plan, they call “Reset Blackmail” they will 
lose their control over America and then the whole Planet. What is Reset 
Blackmail”?

Reset Blackmail, a new development in the Draco’s plan to complete their 
Alien Agenda.
It is like the nuclear Blackmail used by the Israeli leaders, the NeoCons, the 
PNACers and the Israeli-America “Israeli-first” Dual Citizens who did the 9/11/01 
Nuclear Attack on America and Blackmailed Bush2 into silence. He was told 
basically that, Your father [Bush 1] sold the decommissioned w-54 nuclear Pitts to 
us and if you don’t go along with our demand to help us set up Homeland 
Security and streamline all American Intel and Law Enforcement under it [our 
control] we will set off some more nukes inside America”.

This Nuclear Blackmail was successfully deployed to coerce Bush2 to go along 
with their demand to allow and promote the creation of Homeland security as a 
secret Israeli Neo-Bolshevik occupying force inside America. Bush2 was aware 
that the Israelis had planted twenty-five additional nukes inside America. Some 
are known to be larger devices (“city destroyers”) taken from S-200 Russian 
warheads acquired by a US member of Congress who was given a budget of 10 
billion dollars to decommission them after the end of the Cold War. He not only 
didn’t decommission these nukes as required by the law but instead sold them to 
the Israelis and pocketed and shared the large amount of money gained from this 
highly illegal sale with some other members of Congress.

It is likely that the NeoCon, PNACers and Israeli-American Israeli-First “Dual 
Citizens” have been offered a second fall back option by the Dracos. Perhaps if 
these WZ Cutouts are able to provoke an actual nuclear WW3 with Russia they 
will be allowed to go underground into the DUMBS until the fallout subsides and 
preserve their Ruling Class status and lavish DC lifestyles.

Below is a diagram that clarifies the reason for the existence of Homeland 
Security (DHS) and how it has militarized and transformed American Law 
Enforcement (LE) into a agent of the State, in this case an Israli run Police State 
governed by Homeland Security, an agency known to be run at the top by Israeli 
“Dual Citizen” Traitors, Infil-Traitors and perverts. Be advised that America’s new 
High Military Command is on to this scam of DHS and their plan to transform 
America into GAZA II. Some top Military officials want to export them all back to 
Israel since they serve it and love it so much. Yes, it should be their nation of 
occupancy.

It is important to realize that only the very top few leaders of DHS know the true 
Agenda of DHS, which is basically an alien Agenda, that is an Agenda created and 



implemented by the Draco’s who run World Zionism on behalf of Lucifer. And it is 
also important to know that almost no American Police Officers who are operating 
on behalf of DHS have any idea of the true Agenda they are serving, which is to 
oppress and tyrannize Americans and eventually detain them and then mass-
murder them in death camps. If these folks were ever to become aware of the 
true Agenda they are serving, they would immediately quit, organize and rebel.

The jig is now up and the truth is out via the Internet, spreading worldwide at the 
speed of lightning. It won’t be too long and there will be big time rebellion in the 
ranks of DHS, you can probably bet on it. And if DHS and any part of the US 
Military starts attacking American families, it’s a good guess that there will be an 
immediate rebellion inside DHS or any military organization attacking American 
families and lots of back-shot or fragged WZ-run leaders, supervisors or officers. 
Besides “We the People” are the world’s biggest army, with many millions of high 
powered firearms and lots of ammo. Beside “We the People” is a sleeping giant 
that is only now awakening. And when DHS starts it attack on American families, 
“We the People” will wake up quickly and there will be hell to pay for those 
responsible.

And best of all, a substantial number of American Intel Cowboys are back at 
world taken out of retirement working hard to get America back under control of 
America-Firsters and end the WZ and Israeli occupying influence. This also means 
nationalizing the private Federal Reserve System (a RICO enterprise) and setting 
up a true American Banking System run out of the US Department of the 
Treasury, owned by “We the People” and not the WZ’s or their Israeli-first “Dual 
Citizens.”



The Dracos are desperate and are pushing their Cutouts hard to do 
desperate acts against “We the People.”
The Dracos know they are very close to losing once again and being pushed back 
into the darkness (where they belong). They are exceedingly desperate and afraid 
but do not want anyone, including their Circles of Twelve to knwo this. That is 
why they believe that unless they move ahead fast with their Reset Blackmail 
plan, they will be completely defeated. They have told their WZ Cutouts 
something like this: “If you do not do your job and come up with an adequate 
reset plan to eliminate at least 90% of everyone in America while we take you 
underground to stay in the DUMBs until it is safe to go back, we will strip you of 
all your powers, wealth and status and throw you to the wolves. Plus we will 
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institute our own Reset Plan which will destroy you along with 100% of the folks 
on Planet Earth.”

How did this all start and how did Planet Earth get into such a mess?

The BCC and the IZCS were ordered to form a working partnership after 
WW2 by the World Zionists run out of the City of London who are 
allegedly controlled by Dracos.
This super crime-coalition was intended to hijack the world and all its resources to 
fulfill a Draco Alien Agenda. And this was to be done through pre-staged wars to 
cause mass-death, creation of monopolies to control the economies, issuing of 
debt-based “funny money” to allow the manipulation of the money supply, 
creation and use of pernicious usury to create debt-slavery, massive international 
illegal weapons and drug trafficking to create mass death and chaos.

Perhaps the most closely guarded secret in the world?

It has been reported from connected insiders for 
many years that these WZ Action-Agents the BCC and the IZCS have received 
their power from help by these Draco Alien ETs and vast private central Bankster 
Money-Power from the City of London financial District (a separate country inside 
London with its own ambassadors like the Vatican, which was covertly hijacked by 
the Rothschilds aka Bauers, when Napoleon was defeated).

Perhaps this is the most closely guarded secret in recent history is this secret 
alliance and working relationship that was formed between the World Zionists 
(WZs) from the City of London, and a certain inter-dimensional Alien ET group 
known to be extremely aggressive and evil known as the Reptilians, Dragons, 
Order of the Snake, or most frequently as the Dracos.
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This Alien ET group the Dracos have been reputed by good sources to be 
“Energy Vampires” or Parasites that feed off the negative energy of 
extreme human fear, terror and painful death.
The World Zionists (WZs) are also known as the Rothschild Private Central 
Banksters that seized the City of London private central Banks through very crafty 
means that some believe was supernatural and occult driven Intel. Others believe 
carrier pigeons were used to carry the message of Napoleon’s defeat to London 
from France, but this is not what official records in the Vatican Basement Secret 
Library or the secret records of MJ-12 are alleged to suggest.

The closely guarded secret source of the WZs world power has been (in 
their own words), “the Teeming power of Lucifer.”
It is now known that the WZs have secretly been pure Luciferians who became 
Occult “Black-Magick Masters” who learned and perfected Black-Magick Arts 
passed down from Ancient Babylonia through their family “Luciferian Blood Lines. 
As the official account goes, those initiated into these Babylonian Black-Magick 
Luciferian Arts each received an individual inter-dimensional Spirit Guide that 
would appear to them during human sacrifice ceremonies first and then more 
frequently at other times. These personal spirit guides are viewed by some as 
inter-dimensional ETs, Demons or Jinns and have a record of assisting their client 
in mastering evil and oppressing Planet Earth’s masses.

Occasionally non-bloodline individuals who have served the WZs diligently over 
many years and proved themselves to be remarkably loyal to their evil cause are 
inducted into their Occult Circles.

This known association between Alien ETs and the Occult 
(Babylonian Black-Magick) was first discovered by those who studied the reports 
of Aleister Crowley, reputed to be one of the most evil men that ever lived and 
called the “Beast 666.” One one noted occasion Crowley claimed that an Inter-
dimensional being Seth appeared to walk through the walls of an Egyptian 
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Pyramid he was inside to greet him. According to Crowley’s own sketch this being, 
it looked exactly like what is typically referred to as an Alien ET Gray.

Later a very powerful secret US Army Psyops cell of Satan-worshipers was 
developed by Col. Michael Acquino called the Temple of Set which is believed to 
have interacted with the same Greys that Aleister Crowley did.

At this point it is believed that this major Satanic cell infested not only the 
leadership of the US Army but also the NSA top leadership running the NSA, as 
well as the USAF at Offhut which was deeply involved in the notorious “Franklin 
Coverup”, and as well the Presidio Naval base in California before it was shut 
down.

It is believed that Col. Acquino traveled to Wewellsburg Castle to repeat the same 
Reich of the Black Sun rituals that the top SS leadership engaged in, which is 
alleged to have turned the Tall White Nordics against them. It is rumored now 
that the current new US Military High Command is hard at work routing out these 
proponents of evil and promoting ethical, honest officers who are not infested 
with demons and who are NOT controlled by an Alien Agenda which they are not 
aware of.

There have been some reports that a certain element in the top levels of the City 
of London WZs was deeply involved with Greys and their “Occult Masters” the 
Dracos starting even before WW1 commenced and were being directed by them 
to pre-stage both WW1 and WW2 to begin the initial steps of attaining the 
Globalism necessary to make progress toward attaining the Alien Agenda.

Some Muslim Clerics and non-Zionist Christian Pastors believe these Alien ETs are 
Jinns or evil Demons and thus believe there is a connection between them and 
pure Cosmic Evil, Satan or the Devil (aka the Dark Side”). And certain individuals 
within the US Space Command and inside NATO’s Space Command also feel some 
of these Alien ET entities are remarkably evil in crafty ways, but this belief is 
apparently not universal among such highly ranked Military Officials.

It is believed by some Intel insiders that the World Zionists (WZs) are 
essentially completely controlled by these Alien ET Dracos and highly 
rewarded with power, money, and status for generating massive human 
suffering and painful death through wars, plagues, hard-kill and soft-kill.
These Draco Cutouts and main Action-Agents, the WZs, have been working hard 
to enact the Dracos worldwide Alien Agenda which is notably parasitical, evil and 
produces massive death and intense human suffering all over the world in order 
to provide the negative energy these Dracos need to remain operational on Planet 
Earth.

It is also now known that these WZ Action-Agents for the Dracos are greatly 
rewarded for attaining numerous goals which have been set by the Dracos which 
are needed to bring about the complete attainment of their evil Alien Agenda in 
progressive Fabian type steps of “order ab chaos”. That is, the creation of what 



the Dracos view as necessary new social structures arising from pre-staged 
creation of social, economic and environmental events which cause massive chaos 
and thus new opportunities to institute changes the public masses would never 
otherwise accept.

Stew Webb has identified the top WZ controllers inside America as the Denver 
Circle of Twelve which is alleged to become the Circle of Thirteen twice a years 
during their Satanic Holiday Human Sacrifice Rituals held on Satanic Holidays. 
Others have acknowledged this group but also identified other Top WZ controllers 
in Europe which is a another Circle of Twelve. And yet others, some insiders have 
suggested that the very top of the WZ control structure is a very secret Occult 
group called the Old Black European Nobility.

A strategic part of the Draco Agenda is to take down America as soon as 
possible.
According to the narrative that has been shared from a normally reliable source, 
the Dracos have given an Extreme Ultimatum to top Secret Shadow Government 
(SSG) policy-Makers. Allegedly these Top Policy-Makers have been told that 
unless they come up with a means to bring down America in short order within a 
year or two at the outside, they (the Dracos) will take matters into their own 
hands and stage a complete Earth Reset which will eliminate all humans.

If, on the other hand the WZs are able to use their BCC/IZCS Coalition to institute 
a means to reduce the population of America by approximately 90% in short 
order, Planet Earth will not be “Reset”, that is, completely depopulated of humans.
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Now this appears to be a very serious ultimatum and lethal threat by the 
Dracos.

It may be that the Dracos plan to extend 
this threat to all large nations one by one as a part of their systematic Agenda to 
depopulate Planet Earth and Terra form it in preparation for re-colonization by a 
new species of Draco/Human hybrids that they have been working on in Deep 
Underground Military Bases (DUMBs) such as is located at Dulce, New Mexico, in 
joint research efforts between Dracos and Humans.

It has been reported by several good sources in years past that the current 
Draco/Human hybrids have a waning genetic situation and face extinction unless 
they can come up with a workable, healthy hybrid set of genetic improvements. 
As the story goes Dracos males have been breeding with Earth Women for many 
years off and on. Some call these Dracos “the Fallen Angels” who produced the 
six-fingered, six-toed Nephilim giants of old.

It has been claimed that Dracos need to “possess” humans (some have referred 
to this as demonic possession) in order to function properly and be able to enter 
the fleshly dimension or domain of Humans. And it has been claimed that these 
Dracos are driven to create their own hybrid Draco/human race to keep their 
energy needs met and attain their goals to completely terra-form Planet earth 
and manage all its resources for their own manufacturing needs. This is very 
confusing but there are substantial reports from credible insiders that have leaked 
out about these strange considerations which appear to make no sense at all.

Allegedly the WZs have instructed their BCC/IZCS working group inside the SSG 
to set up and run a secret program with suitable cover inside a particular 
Southwestern American USG nuclear lab to develop ultra high tech new nuclear 
weapons that when deployed and detonated atmospherically will take America 
back to the stone age without leaving any massive nuclear contamination.

As the narrative that we now have goes, the lab chosen has a secret WZ cell of 
scientists on the inside which has an assignment to study how to prevent, harden 
and recover from any large aerial Coronal discharge from the sun or EMP attack 
over America in its skies. This is merely a cover story. They are allegedly working 
on a covert project to actually develop a new non-EMP high altitude inter-
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dimensional (quantum state) static discharge using a nuclear device with a 
special packing around it. It could be a lithium 7, positron anti-gravity type 
nuclear device and a special packing around it of an exotic metal or elements 
which can perhaps liberate special atomic particles inter-dimensionally which will 
stop all cardiac electrical activity and brain waves cold without harming any 
buildings within a certain range.

The apparent preferred delivery method would be a series of remote control, 
Global Hawk type aircraft or large unmanned drones which could provide the 
necessary coverage to create the desired death toll. Of course the cover story will 
be that these are drones have advanced gamma and neutron detectors for 
observation of possible domestic terrorist activities or transporting of nuclear 
devices, so they can be intercepted on the ground.

It is unknown at this time if such a device would spare electronic devices and the 
electrical grid, but it is a good guess that these would be spared. The alleged goal 
here is to mass-murder approximately 90% of the American populace since the 
Dracos view American as pesky, stubborn, freedom and liberty addicts that would 
never submit to their new Luciferian World Ruler whom they will try to seat in 
Jerusalem as a part of their Alien Agenda. I wish I could confirm to you that this 
Special Secret Cell now working on this mass-murder weapon is inside Sandia 
Labs, but I am not at liberty to do so.
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At present WZs have numerous separate but parallel hard-kill and soft-kill 
projects underway, and the Alien ET have ordered them to conduct massive 
Chemtrail Spraying as a part of a multi-faceted advanced radar detection system 
for missiles and UFOs, and direct human capabilities such as nano-tracking and a 
remote kill plan with trans-human conversion aspects for those that are allowed 
to survive. Of course there are always the old standby plans of provocation of 
perpetual wars to “thin the herd” and consolidate WZ power, which now actually 
provides more Draco power through Cutouts.

Part of this Draco Ultimatum and Final threat that was delivered to top WZs was 
that they *the Dracos) would allow approximately 10% of humans to survive, 
consisting of these super-elite Top Policy-Makers and their families which are 
supposedly going to be taken down into the beyond-black DUMBs until the 
disaster is over.

Does a lethal surprise await the WZs who go underground into the 
DUMBs while their Reset is deployed?
But the Dracos are very crafty and ultimately Evil so you can bet when the WZs 
go underground during their engineered population reset of America by 
deployment of advanced heart stopping psychotronic aerially ignited nukes to 
avoid death by such means, they will have a lethal surprise awaiting them when 
the door to the large underground bunkers close, and these DUMBs become their 
instant mausoleums.

Part of the “Survival Deal” is that if these Top Policy-Makers want to be allowed to 
survive and live in the high lifesyles they have become accustomed to, they must 
agree to voluntarily become psychotronically and spiritually “Hived” to a very 
large master biological/electronic quantum computer. This is the NSA massive 
Quantum Computer called Vesuvius and which is now contained in the new 
Bluffdale, Utah, NSA Building, which is allegedly attached to an underground 
Draco alien base at Richmond, Utah, and which provides a means for the Dracos 
to secretly run the Bluffdale Facility and Vesuvius.

And a worldwide surveillance and tracking system of all surviving humans and 
Alien ET hybrids will apparently be run by a large number of small hand sized 
cube satellites discussed and shown in a Veterans Today article by Chip Gene 
Tatum. (2) these small Cube satellites are designed to track humans by ingested 
nano-particle tracking from their orbital locations covering every square foot of 
Planet Earth. A good guess is that these cubes will also have advanced 
psychotronic capabilities to hive any humans or hybrid survivors that leave the 
DUMBs and reoccupy Planet Earth. Another good guess is that these cube shaped 
mini orbital satellites will have advance quantum state capabilities by which to 
initiate and control the hiving of all survivors.



Alien Agenda V: Part II
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on July 20, 2014 

World Zionists Play Russian Roulette With Alien ETs 

The Dracos are allegedly 
threatening complete “Global Reset” if their cutouts do not 
complete their assigned Alien Agenda.
According to inside sources which have provided reliable information in the past, 
these Draco Alien ETs are deadly serious about attaining their Agenda. They have 
now informed the WZs and their top Policy-Makers in the SSG that they are 
willing to let humans continue to live and inhabit planet earth only if they submit 
to draconian control measures. This means they must allow themselves to be 
completely Psychotronically and remotely “hived” to a centralized virtual group 
mind inside a large quantum computer, allowing no deviations from their specified 
set of social rules. Perhaps the new Vesuvius computer at the Bluffdale, Utah NSA 
Facility is to be this central “hive-mind.”

If enacted this will mean that the Dracos will be able to create a complete 
Luciferian Dynasty run by a Draco King seated in Jerusalem some believe is 
supposed to be Lucifer himself. It is also believed that the Dracos have been the 
true source of all the Crusaders obsession with taking and holding Jerusalem over 
the years even though all such efforts always seem to fail. If the WZs fail to 
voluntarily institute their own 90% Global population reduction or “Reset”, the 
Draco Alien ETs allegedly will institute their own 100% reset which will eliminate 
all of the WZs too. So the WZs are now deeply committed to using their secret 
cell of top Nuclear Weapons developers to develop and deploy the necessary 
weapons to create a 90% reset without destroying all the electronics, electric grid 
and electrical machinery.

Some top Intel insiders who have had extensive access to Alien ET matters, and 
US and NATO Secret Space Fleet matters believe that the Dracos and their hived 
Android servant-creations the Greys, are consummate liars and secretly engaged 
in harmful activities against humans that were prohibited in their ongoing treaties 
with the Secret Shadow Government (SSG) aka Majesty Twelve or MJ-12.
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These same Intel folks believe that these Dracos are exaggerators too and do not 
have all the power they claim. Some Intel Cowboys believe that the Dracos intend 
to eventually get rid of all humans and are just providing a benevolent front to 
obtain consent that they will later ignore and proceed with their real agenda 
which is 100% evil and parasitical. They have lied in the past and violated their 
treaty regarding human abductions and hot caught several times butchering and 
eating humans, so there are plenty of good reasons not to trust much that they 
claim or promise. In the past they were able to get WZ Cutouts (BCCs and IZCS 
members) to do their dirty work to help attain their Agenda by providing massive 
money, status and power to these cutouts as huge rewards for serving evil.

The Intel Cowboys are back at work.
That is why a secret group of Intel Cowboys who have top NATO “Cosmic 
Clearances” have allegedly contacted another more peaceful Alien ET group for 
help, the Tall Whites, aka the Nordics. These Nordics resemble humans and can 
easily pass for them before they grow too tall. What the Tall Nordics are is very 
controversial, as even top Intel insiders with all the top Beyond-Black clearances 
(way above Q) disagree.

Some say they are ancient beings that live in underground caverns in Antarctica 
and are a peaceful bunch unless attacked when they can defend themselves quite 
well. It has been reported that this group has been able to de-activate nuclear 
tipped ICBMs numerous times and also was the same group that buzzed the 
White house with their fleet in 1952. It has been reported that Admiral Byrd had 
a very strange but somewhat positive experience with them during operation 
High-Jump in 1947 even when his fleet was easily defeated.

Some believe he went back and nuked their bases in 1952 and then entered into 
a treaty of live and let live. Still others believe that these Tall White Nordics made 
a treaty with the Nazis in the 1930’s through the Vril Girls, but cancelled it when 
they felt the Nazis were being controlled by the British based WZs and the Dracos 
behind them, their alleged age-old enemies. And allegedly they agreed to accept 
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the Nazis when the war was lost and provide sanctuary if they agreed to refrain 
from using their technology for war and mass-murder. Some insiders believe that 
all Alien ETs are evil and parasitical, even the Tall Whites.

The Rule of Consent, an apparent binding Cosmic Rule which controls all 
Alien interaction with Earth’s human inhabitants.
Some Muslim Clerics and non-Zionist Christian Pastors also believe that these Tall 
White Nordics are just smoother and even more deception and although not into 
mass-murder, still have their own Alien Agenda to share the earth’s surface with 
humans and actually run their governments and set up their own World Ruler in 
Jerusalem.

And some believe these Tall White Nordics like the Dracos do not believe there is 
a God Almighty at all, and want to elevate themselves to rule over humans, but 
cannot do so without the mass consent of humans. This is called the Rule of 
Consent and some insiders have reported that it is a binding Cosmic Law or rule 
that limits the actual exercise of power that Alien ETs can have over humans 
unless humans provide consent.



The New Ten Commandments for the NWO. These are carved in stone on the 
Georgia Guidestones for all Earth Dwellers. they are to be implemented after the 
WZs “Great Reset” which is allegedly now required by the Draco Alien ETs (who 
run the World Zionists from the City of London through their subsidiaries the BCC 
and the IZCS).

The Georgia Guidestones, the Draco’s literal statement of their Alien ET 
Agenda for Planet Earth and notice to the Human Inhabitants.(3)

This expensive stone monument contains the Dracos Master Agenda for massive 
depopulation of humans from the world leaving only a small remnant of 
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approximately 10%. This stone monument provides a New Ten Commandments 
for Planet Earth and its inhabitants which are to be enacted by the Draco’s God 
Lucifer, according to re[ports from insiders.

It is alleged that the Dracos power comes from their alignment with Evil, 
the darkside and Lucifer aka the great Satan or the Devil.
It has been alleged that the Dracos have received their immense power to 
deceive the whole world through their deployment of Babylonian Money-Magic 
and Black magic Arts of the Darkside through selected “Bloodline Cutouts”. It is 
their Cutouts who are also willing to submit to their god Lucifer and form a blood 
contract with him in order to receive a personal “spirit guide” and immense 
wealth, power and status in return.

This monument was allegedly built with money provided to a Cutout which some 
believed to be a Rosicrucian Scribe, and perpetual funds from an investment 
vehicle were provided to maintain this monument.

The Banker involved will not reveal the party who paid and ordered the 
construction of this monument to the NWO because of bank secrecy rules, so we 
cannot know for sure.

An association between the Draco Alien ETs and Lucifer aka Satan has 
been recognized based on Aleister Crowley’s recorded experiences and 
sketch of the ET that appeared to him.
For may years Catholic Priests and some Protestant Clergy have conducted real 
Exorcisms of demon entities from human subjects who have been infested with 
one or more of these entities, now known to be Cosmic Parasites. Yes, these 
exorcisms are quite real and so are the Demons that are brought out. The 
Exorcists insist that all this is done by invoking the power of Jesus Christ which 
these Demon entities must obey. It has also been reported that numerous Alien 
ET abductions have been stopped cold by human victims calling on the name of 
Jesus Christ which immediately sends the Aliens packing. Go figure what this 
means.

Noted Vatican insider Father Malachi Martin corroborated these facts about 
demonic possession and exorcisms, and also disclosed that Luciferian/Satanic cult 
members had infected the Vatican and actually done Satanic rituals in the Vatican 
Basement. It is now known that he was murdered for disclosing this dark secret.

The Mystery of Evil is very hard to explain.
Numerous Alien ET abduction victims have reported Alien E Greys walking 
through walls and abducting them and then performing apparent medical 
procedures on them with Alien ET Dracos standing in the background directing 
the procedures. Based on all the grossly evil machinations done by the Dracos 



Cutouts at their direction, we can assume that the Dracos themselves are 
remarkably EVIL and evil beyond what most can imagine.

But why are some humans, the ones who run the world at the top of the Pyramid 
of Power, the world hierarchy, so evil? Is it due to a selection process where only 
the pure criminal psychopaths who can project a phony humanitarian image to 
con We the People can move to the top? Or is it that the WZs select out those 
types who can be easily corrupted by the “sins of the flesh” and have no 
adequate character to prevent this, folks who will do anything for power, wealth 
and status?

It’s a known fact that most who serve the WZ as well as the Draco Agenda have 
absolutely no idea what the Master Agenda is that they serve or that it is Pure 
Evil. Many lose their souls in the process of selling out to Big Power and enjoy the 
badge, the position over others and the great pay and perks. You can bet that 
most folks working for DHS, a known Neo-Bolshevik Israeli occupation force for 
the WZs have no clue about the exceedingly evil Agenda they actually work to 
attain. If they knew their actions would bring death and destruction on 
themselves and their families they would stop participating and quit, but the WZs 
have mind-kontrolled the masses quite successfully through 50 years of their 
Controlled Major Mass Media (CMMM), Wall Street Advertising and massive 
Psyops against We the People. This, however is all breaking down now thanks to 
the worldwide Internet, the new Gutenberg Press which publishes and diffuses 
ideas and knowledge at the speed of light instead of the speed of printing and 
ink.

The Dracos have hijacked Planet Earth and greatly reward those 
“Bloodline individuals” who serve them and enacting unimaginable evil 
on their behalf while pretending they are doing good and while losing 
their souls in the process, or never had any at all.
The Dracos have highly rewarded their Cutout to create on Planet earth consisting 
of mass death and painful human suffering through created diseases, wars and 
other forms of massive human suffering that accompanies staged chaos and 
social breakdown. Now there are numerous insiders who do not believe that a 
God Almighty exist because if he did he would be benevolent and never allow 
such evil and immense human suffering and painful death to exist as it does. 
They believe that he would never allow such evil entities as the Dracos and their 
Cutout who appear to have no souls or any consciences at all, to exist.

Yes, the presence and existence of raw evil beyond imagination is difficult to 
explain or understand. However there is good reason to believe that some very 
powerful positive entity somewhere in the Universe that is setting limits and 
requiring human Consent before such Alien entities and their Cutouts can 
proceed. And based on reports of some Insiders who have documented strange 
Psi-power occurrences such as a complete replay of all memories in a split second 
in dire emergencies, it appears that some very large, powerful master entity is 
recording everything that happens down to the last molecules movement. Some 



prefer to all this entity God Almighty, others prefer to call it a central character of 
the Universe.

It appears there is a way for humans to take control back from the 
Dracos and their Cutouts the WZs and their BCC and IZCS.
This has been done before by the American Founding fathers who withdrew 
consent from the City of London WZs that were jealous of their Colonial wealth 
and wanted to hijack it. The Founding fathers withdrew consent and when 3% 
were willing to fight the British, they were able to defeat them. And ever since the 
City of London WZs have been trying to take America back and are almost there, 
having hijacked the American Monetary Production and Distribution System in 
1913 with the passage of the illegal, Unconstitutional Federal Reserve System 
Act.

As Veterans Today Talk Show Host and consummate deep insider, Mike Harris has 
been saying for many years, “There is no Superman, we have to do this 
ourselves.” And he is right, this must be done by the raised consciousness of We 
the People that start thinking right in unison and working together at every level 
to completely route out this evil tyranny that has hijacked Our Land and 
Institutions. For several years now Mike Harris has been recommending that folks 
read a key chapter from Solzenitzen’s classic “Gulag Archipelago” where he 
describes how they should have all fought back instead of just cooperating with 
their arrests. He believes this would have stopped the arrests cold because their 
would have been far too many losses of those Bolsheviks that were doing the 
arrests.

And we must start at the local level to take it all back and never quit or give up 
no matter what. And never let DHS take your guns, that is the last guarantee of 
our freedom. As Professor Jim Fetzer, also a Veterans Today Editor says 
frequently, “when they come for your guns, it is time to use them.”

BREAKING NEWS: Have you been having problems with your cell phone or home 
phone, or even your computer the last week? If so this is not a mistake. A VT 
deep Intel source has provided information that much of the electronic  
communications systems inside America were supposed to be “switched over”  
mid summer of 2014. 

This means most electronic communications have now been placed under control  
of the large Alien ET designed Quantum Computer called “Vesuvius” at the NSA  
base at Bluffdale, Utah, which is now Alien ET operated. Complex algorithms are  
now determining when communications should be suddenly cutoff based on  
certain key words and use profiles. This is a huge extension of the Echelon  
System and suggests a major turning point in the implementation of the Alien ET  
Agenda for America. 

It is believed by some experts that the new electronic phones have backdoor  
circuits which provides microphones which can be remotely switched on and 
“suicide switches” which can be remotely activated to disable the phone of serve  



to short the system. This would make sense since the NSA Agenda is to hive all  
Americans by listening in to all conversations and digitally analyzing them with  
complex algorithms. If and when a certain code word is sensed, the phone call  
can be immediately stopped. 

And Vesuvius can be used to custom design and deliver Psychotronic targeting  
via sophisticated triangulation of cell phone towers, Wi-Fi, Smart-Meters and  
orbital based ultra-high tech transmitters with exotic wave forms not known by  
the public. This can be done to reprogram individuals which have gone out of  
allowed parameters of though and speech and theoretically bring them back into  
the Hive Mentality.

Conclusion
As incredible as the information disclosed in this article may seem, it can become 
easier to think it may be possible when one considers the very strange political 
and economic situation America is now in and the extreme corruption at every 
level of Government, Intel and Police. And this includes the very strange 
circumstances with which DHS was set up to be an Israeli occupying secret Police 
Force inside America to run all Alphabets, and internal police functions 
accompanied. And this also includes the complete destruction of Rule of Law, 
diminution of the US Constitution and Bill of Rights and all done under the excuse 
and justification of the phony War on Terror which is a complete fraud.

The real terrorists are the NeoCons, PNACers and Israeli-American Israeli-first 
“Dual Citizens” and USG and Military Traitors that did the 9/11/01 nuclear attack 
on America as a False-Flag attack to create a false-justification for their illegal, 
Unconstitutional, unprovoked, undeclared Mideast wars. And DHS is the New 
American Stasi, an Internal Israeli Neo-Bolshevik Occupation Force here to  
tyrannize, disarm, detain and eventually mass-murder all American Goyim.

Now folks must ask themselves how could this situation in America ever get so 
nasty? Could it be explained by some highly intelligent evil force that has no 
conscience and hates humans, and deploys mass-murder, tyranny and complete 
oppression to attain their Agenda. Doesn’t it stand to reason that those who have 
set this Agenda which is completely anti-human, are probably non humans at all 
and use the power of evil?



Alien Agenda V: Part III
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on July 21, 2014 

World Zionists Play Russian Roulette With Alien ETs

If 12% of the public wakes up and becomes populist, the “Agenda of 
Death and Destruction” being imposed on “We the People” by “Super-elite 
Deviants” will soon be reversed and America the Republic will be restored.

If 12% or more Americans as in “We the People” withdraw consent from the 
occupation of America by WZs and their Cutouts through Nuclear Blackmail, 
America can be taken back from these Draco driven hijackers of America who 
have used their WZ Cutouts, the Israeli Dual Citizen Traitors to set up Homeland 
Security as an Israeli occupying force. (4)

One of the realities of Psi-power is that the Group Mind of the masses unifies 
around a theme of survival as a people and liberation from tyranny, a great power 
for change emerges. At present it appears that approximately 11% of “We the 
People” have woken. The SSG realizes they are in a race to establish complete 
control and are now evaluating options,especially since they were apparently 
delivered an Ultimatum or Final warning which originated from the Dracos. Alien 
ETs and their Cutouts the WZs and DHS know that they can never succeed unless 
they disarm “We the People” the largest army in the world.

The Hunters and sport shooters alone in the Midwest constitute the world’s 
biggest army once DHS tries to institute Martial Law, transform America into Gaza 
II, and then start their planned mass-murder of Americans which at the rate they 
are going can never satisfy their overlords the Alien ET Dracos.

It’s time to take our great Republic America back from the foreign 
hijackers and infiltrators who always put Israel first while they suck the 
life and wealth out of ordinary hard working Americans.
It is time for We the People to take control back of America and route out all 
incumbents and corrupted USG officials and Israeli dual citizen traitors, 
Infiltrators and espionage fronts inside America. Start speaking up to family and 
friends because the hour is late and we all need to work together to get the truth 
out and drive evil back into the darkness where it came from. The truth will 
resonate with “We the People” and cuts through the criminal sociopathy of the 
soulless WZ Ruling Elite Deviants like a red hot knife through butter.

The Controlled mainstream media is now rapidly dying as many are turning to the 
alternative media on the Internet where they can find truth.  The following 
diagram explains the Matrix of World Control and the Hierarchy of World 
Authority. The World Zionists (WZs) are a very crafty bunch and learned along 
time ago that if they created two separate forces to war one against the other 
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this created great cover for those controlling both. And that is exactly what the 
WZs have done, but now they have ordered these forces to combine to take down 
the whole world. After they are no longer needed, you can bet that the Dracos 
will quickly dispense with them as they have done to their Cutouts numerous 
times in the past. It is important to note when the Dracos’ One World domination 
plans failed in the past they always dispensed with their Cutouts because they 
served no usefulness anymore.

It’s time for the American people to wake up and take it all back from the World 
Zionist run Neo-Bolshevik Traitors and Infiltrators who are the true “Enemies 
within our Gates”. These are the same World Zionist Cutouts that hijacked 
America since 1913 using City of London Zionist Money-Power and debt-slavery 
induced by their pernicious usury system. These Traitors and Infil-Traitors have 
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taken America to an all time low that must be imediately freversed and it must be 
done by all of us working together as “We the People.”

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

It is these same WZ families that have a long history of war for profit, mass-
murder of millions and their trademarks are the Bolshevik Revolution and Red 
Terror, and the mass-murders of Mao in China, both set up the the City of London 
World Zionists. The Soviet Union fell but the City of London, Israel and 
Communist China are the last bastions of these evil, soulless haters or mankind 
and mass-murderers.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

We the People must speak up and work together to defaet these WZs and 
their Cutouts and take our great nation America back.
Once awake, “We the People” can be an Invincible Force against these soulless 
scum and can take it all back. The US Constitution and Bill of Rights as well as 
natural and Common Law gives us the right to take it all back from these evil 
usurpers who are using DHS, their Israeli Occupation force inside America, to 
oppress and tyrannize us, asset strip us, detain us and then to systematically 
mass-murder all of us as soon as they acquire enough power to do so. Let us 
expose them for what they are and turn the situation back on them for what they 
have done to us and our Great Republic and are trying to do in the near future. 
Let us say NO to them in every way possible and stand against them on every 
single issue they try to dominate against us. Let us work together to expose them 
and drive them out of America forever.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 
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Alien Agenda VI: The Worm Has 
Turned
Posted by Preston James, Ph.D on September 30, 2014 

The Coming Exposure, Containment and 
Deconstruction of the Illuminati

Note: This article is written for retired 
military and Intel with advanced knowledge of Secret Space War 
matters. Its purpose is to provide information about a certain group of  
notably evil Alien ET visitors who formed a long-term association with  
Super-elite criminally-insane Psychopaths who hijacked America in  
1913. These super-elite Deviants were given incredible power and 
authority in exchange for enacting the evil Agenda of this Alien ET group 
best described as Cosmic Parasites. This group of super-elite Deviants is  
best referred to as the Ruling Crime Cabal (RCC) AKA the “Illuminati”. 

If you are not aware of the background information and evidence that is  
available about this ongoing Secret Space War, you are probably  
wasting your time reading this and it won’t fit into your mind.

The Ruling Crime Cabal (RCC) has done their best to keep you from 
knowing about Secret Space War matters. There has been a long term 
energetic effort to keep this information from “We the People” as well as  
anyone including the High Military Command who does not have what  
they define as an “absolute need to know”. 
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Recently during the last several years Majestic-12 (AKA MAJIC), the 
Secret Group that has maintained authority over all Alien ET matters  
since it was created by President Truman in 1947, has apparently voted 
to allow public disclosure.

The Ruling Crime Cabal (RCC) is comprised of a Working Alliance 
between the Bush Crime Cabal (BCC) and the International Zionist  
Crime Syndicate (IZCS). This Ruling Crime Cabal/Coalition is best  
described as the Illuminati because that is what they call themselves  
and prefer to be called by Insiders. 

This RCC gained power in three major Coup 
d’ Etats, the first in 1913 with the illegal, Unconstitutional passage of  
the Federal Reserve Act, the second with the Assassination of President  
John F. Kennedy, and the third with the deployment of a Gladio-style,  
False-Flag Inside-job Nuclear Attack on America on 9/11/01. It was 
during this time that Israel used nuclear blackmail to coerce the US 
Administration and top USG officials to allow the creation of Homeland 
Security (DHS). 

The creation of Israeli-controlled Homeland security (DHS) provided an 
illegal, Unconstitutional consolidation of all American Alphabets, Law 
Enforcement and most Intel into one large, easy to control Israeli  
occupying Police State Army inside America. 

This article will claim that the “Worm has Turned” at a very high level  
and the RCC is now being contained, dis-empowered and deconstructed 
piece by piece due to an interesting convergence of various forces and 
entities including the US High Military Command. Because this article  
contains information leaked by insiders and as well as numerous 
speculations, use your own judgment to evaluate what is presented and 
come to your own conclusions. 

Be aware that many good individuals have been seriously harassed,  
stalked, threatened and even murdered to bring you this kind of  
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information because the Ruling Criminal Cabal (RCC) does not want you 
to have any of this information about Secret Space Wars or Alien 
Agenda matters. The reason? This will be explained in the article and is  
best summarized that full public disclosure will likely result in a major  
immediate loss of power for the RCC at every level and will create a 
complete disruption of the Alien Agenda they are working so hard to 
fulfill which is about as anti-American and anti-human as possible.

The Worm Has Turned

When Shakespeare used that simple phrase, “The 
worm has turned,” he knew his audience would understand its meaning and 
origin. A widely used expression even today, it indicates a reversal of fortune, but 
few who use it know why.

“Worm” is a common term for ‘Dragon.’ In fairy tale terms, the flying Dragon 
spewing fire would ravage fields and villages. To be in the dragon’s path resulted 
in inescapable destruction. What a relief if it changed directions.(1)

The most secret Agency of the US Government has apparently decided 
that Disclosure is now going to be allowed, despite the existing official, 
but secret USG policy against it. 
New information has emerged. It now appears that even though the Ruling Crime 
Cabal (RCC) aka the Illuminati, has been against Alien ET Disclosure, the super 
secret organization called Majestic-12 has decided that Disclosure will be allowed.

The RCC is a working convergence of the Bush Crime Cabal (BCC the secret part 
of the CIA run by Bush1) and the International Zionist Crime Syndicate (IZCS the 
largest crime syndicate in the world which originated in the City of London, the 
Soviet Union and America, and now has it’s home base and center of world 
operations in Israel). The IZCS with the help of the BCC has hijacked most of the 
USG including Congress, the Judiciary and most Administrations and has done 
this through its espionage fronts inside America such as AIPAC, the ADL, Bnai 
Brith, the JDL and the like.
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Apparently Majestic-12 has also decided that this Disclosure must be done in a 
controlled manner so as not to panic the populace or fracture the existing 
everyday social and economic order.

Disclosure will lead to the implementation of Populism, the 
implementation of Free Energy, and the end of the petroleum based 
economy, which would be the RCC’s biggest nightmare. 
In contrast to the apparent new policy of Majestic-12 for full disclosure in orderly 
steps, strong efforts are still being made by the Ruling Crime Cabal (RCC) to 
maintain this secret policy of no disclosure. These efforts to prevent disclosure 
are now doomed to failure, mostly due to the emerging worldwide populism that 
has spontaneously arisen as a byproduct of the Internet and its ability to 
communicate information at the speed of light. But there is another reason that 
Disclosure is imminent.

Free Energy Systems have been discovered and developed and are ready 
to be rolled out and will completely displace the Petroleum based energy 
systems which control the World.
Apparently Majestic-12 has decide that the time for the implementation of “Free 
Energy” is now here as long as it is implemented in an orderly manner. This is 
also know as “Zero Point Energy” or “Dark Energy” or “Cosmic Wind”. It is 
believed that Tesla discovered this and was able to harness it.

There have been previous anecdotal reports of one Alien ET group, the Tall Whites 
(aka Nordics) have been pushing for “full disclosure”. And there have been other 
anecdotal reports suggesting that another Alien ET group, known as the evil 
Reptoids (aka Dracos) are reputed to be serving as advisors to certain leaders of 
the RCC and are pushing hard to maintain complete secrecy and “non-disclosure”.

The RCC appears to be cornered from all sides with many vectors 
converging on them in addition to the rapid rate at which their crimes 
against Americans and the world are being exposed and communicated 
to the masses.
Certainly the RCC ‘s top Policy-Makers and Crime Kingpins (aka the Denver Circle 
of Twelve Bloodthirsty ones”) have a lot of power they would lose in a short 
period of time as full disclosure occurs and a non-petroleum based “Free Energy” 
system is rolled out. All the technology is already discovered and ready to go, and 
would have already been implemented except for the Petroleum Energy Cartels 
who established a stranglehold on the nations governments.

And now there is the notable emergence of the ever increasingly popular BRICS 
Development Bank which has a total of 170 nations who have either signed on or 
submitted letters of intent. This is a direct threat to the US Petro Dollar’s use as 



the World’s Reserve Currency and unless some unforeseen events occur, will 
probably eventually dethrone the US petro Dollar and reduce it to worthless 
paper.

It was the RCC that seized control over the official USG and much of the 
Secret Shadow Government (SSG) after they assassinated JFK, MLK and 
RFK. 
The RCC has attempted to take control over Majestic-12 but never fully 
succeeded thanks to the strong commitment of some of the members who have 
been High Military Command Officials and are known to be America-firsters with 
strong moral characters.

It is generally recognized that the financial horsepower for the RCC comes from 
the IZCS’s private control over the Federal Reserve System and its unlimited 
access to all the money it wants issued. Of course the Federal Reserve provides 
an elastic checkbook with no limits to Congress, as long as Congress allows them 
to pile up this phony debt and collect the interest from the illegal, 
Unconstitutional Federal Taxes of We the People.

It is also generally recognized that the RCC’s ability to corrupt the US Department 
of Justice and any efforts in the USG to clean out corruption in the past has been 
completely thwarted by the Bush Crime Cabal (BCC)’s seizure and use of the 
American Intel System, much of that control provided by the BCC’s seizure of the 
Secret Shadow Government and it’s treaties with certain malignant parasitical 
Alien ETs for technology exchange (the Dracos).

And it is also known that the RCC used various level of human compromise and 
control ops which range from normal bribery with large sums of money in foreign 
numbered accounts, lavish perks such as huge honorariums from worthless 
speeches, revolving door jobs. But also a very dark sinister set of corrections and 
sanctions are sometimes delivered ranging from blackmail to termination by 
secret teams of “wetboys” and even sometimes mind-controlled female “monarch 
type” sex-slave assassins.

It was the alleged association between Prescott Bush (Sherff) and Tesla which 
gave the BCC the edge in hijacking the SSG. It has been alleged that Prescott 
Bush was Tesla’s secretary/manager and also betrayed him. And it is also known 
that Prescott Bush was later arrested and indicted for Treason with his Union bank 
Assets seized and the indictment was sealed with a signed agreement that no 
Bush(Scherff) successors could ever run for political office.

Inside sources have claimed that Sandy Berger stole this agreement from the 
National Security section of the National Archives. He was caught but little was 
done and this important document was not reported in the press. It is generally 
accepted that President Ronald Reagan was the last duly elected President. This 
means that all Congressional legislation passed and signed by any President after 
President Reagan left office is null and void!(2) 



A traditional Split in Majestic-12.
It has been claimed by some insiders that there has been a traditional split in 
Majestic Twelve, the super-secret USG Agency that decides and controls all 
matters relating to Alien ETs, Alien Technology back-engineering and 
implementation, and Space War matters which are actually matters of serious 
National Security(3). It is believed by some insiders that some Majestic-12 
members have been against Disclosure to “We the People” on the basis that it 
would be too traumatic and would result in the failure of major Institutions of the 
USG to keep functioning properly. But it is likely these opposers had a private 
agenda of their own to keep We the People oppressed.

It is believed by some that other members of Majestic-12 were in favor of it 
because they felt that the secret could no longer be contained anyway. It was also 
believed by some that the USG institutions were failing because of the hijacking 
of key USG and SSG Policy-Makers by a group of Alien ETs through their Cutouts 
and criminal Kingpins, thus violating conditions of their joint treaty with the USG.

It turns out that the first group of Aliens the USG signed a treaty with are 
controlled by evil, deceptive liars and Cosmic Parasites.

Some of the members of Majestic-12 began to believe 
that the Alien ET group a treaty had been signed with was intrinsically deceptive, 
evil and had an Alien Agenda behind it. But the USG entered into this first treaty 
made in the early 1950’s in order to acquire Alien ET technology. But they had to 
allow the Alien ETs access to humans for taking blood and tissue samples for 
genetic analysis and gene-splicing. Apparently their race was slowly dying of 
decrepit genes and they wanted to use human genes to re-engineer and repair 
their race and to gene-splice their own new race of trans-humans slaves for their 
god Lucifer.

Some members of Majestic-12 came to believe that this Alien Agenda was 
basically evil. And they somehow had learned that it consisted of an intent to 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/alien-alpha-draconian32.jpg


Terra-Form the Earth, drastically reduce the Earth’s population by 90%, and 
repopulate the Earth with their own Alien ET species after repairing it along with a 
new gene-spliced creation of trans-human android/slavess created by them to 
worship and serve them.

Some have identified this Alien Force as the Dracos, the Reptilians, aka the Order 
of the Snake and they have their own race of android “Greys” servants that they 
created through gene-splicing . If reports that have leaked out are correct, these 
Dracos have been functioning for many centuries as a powerful Evil Cosmic 
Parasites, are inter-dimensional, are male, can assume the Flesh, and can breed 
with human women.

Some believe these Dracos (Reptoids) are fallen angels that sinned against God 
Almighty and in leaving their rightful abode to come to Earth to breed with human 
females, gave up their immortality as spirit being and became “the Fallen Ones” 
or the accursed ones awaiting final Judgment and destruction from God Almighty, 
Master Creator of the Universe. It is also believed that these Dracos hate Humans 
because of their impending Judgment and final destruction for leaving their 
rightful abode and breeding into the Human Race.

And it is believed by some that these Dracos have invaded Planet Earth and 
hijacked its structures of government by “raising up” and “anointing” certain 
bloodlines to serve their needs. In exchange these anointed “World Rulers” are 
given vast power, riches, status and wealth beyond imagination as long as they 
keep “feeding the monsters”. Some believe that the Dracos are actually inter-
dimensional “Fallen Angels” aka the “Fallen Ones” whose main concern is to serve 
their god Lucifer and attain his agenda, which is what some Majestic-12 members 
believe is an Alien Agenda.

For those that think there is no such thing as Alien ETs or their anti-gravity craft, 
here is a very unique and quite convincing video of a man that has no reason to 
lie.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

We need to stop feeding the Monsters that are operating as Cosmic 
Parasites upon us.
Feeding the monsters means supplying their negative energy needs by causing as 
much painful death and suffering in humans as possible. To do this wars are 
staged as mass human sacrifice rituals dedicated to these Dracos. And the top 
RCC leaders (aka the Denver Circle of Twelve) conducts semi-annual ritual 
sacrifices of children on Satanic Holidays to feed their monster overlords which 
are Cosmic Parasites according to insider reports. There have been insider reports 
that these Dracos are inter-dimensional spirit beings that are exceedingly evil and 
hate all humans and everything they stand for and have created.

It is also believed that these Dracos have lived for thousands of years and have 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZk_Sa3AO2E


been hard at work dominating and parasitizing Planet earth and humans off and 
on for many centuries, being driven out at times in the past through major 
corrections, planetary disasters of some kind of Cosmic Correction or major 
Judgment from God Almighty.

Some identify these bloodlines as Alien/Human hybrids (e.g. 
Nephilim Male X Human Female). Some call them the Kenites or 
the Bloodline of Cain who were given the power to rule over evil, 
folks who display the symbol of the Mark of Cain which is a 
double cross or “double-X”. 

If this is true this would perhaps best be described as an Alien 
Parasite that invaded Planet Earth appointing, anointing, and 
empowering select human bloodlines which may or may not be 
hybridized with their blood, and appointing and anointing these 
folks to rule Planet Earth according to their Evil Alien Agenda.

As this narrative goes, the Dracos created “Mystery Babylon” which is their 
system of Babylonian Money-Magick and Luciferian Black-Magick, that is, creating 
money from nothing as “debt-notes” in order to transfer wealth from the masses 
to themselves through the creation and use of “pernicious usury” (debt that 
accrues in such a way that it can never be paid off). These Luciferian secret Black 
Magick Arts were shared only with a select group chosen from certain bloodlines, 
folks who were profiled to be somewhat easily corrupted, and who would be 
willing to sell their souls to Lucifer in exchange for unimaginable power, status, 
fame and riches.

By the way, not all the Alien ET races visiting Planet earth are believed to be so 
malignant like the Draco Cosmic Parasites. Some Insiders have said there are 
over 100 different Alien ET species visiting Planet Earth and few ever reveal 
themselves. Here is a KGB movie of actual small Greys some insiders consider to 
be androids or servants/serfs and a harmless little fellows, unlike the Tall Greys 
which are viewed by some as evil beasts and servants of the Dracos.

YouTube - Veterans Today - 

And now for the deepest darkest secrets of the Alien Agenda.
There are Cosmic Rules of Play set in place by God Almighty the Master Creator. 
These Rules limit how the Dracos or any other Cosmic Parasites (AKA Fallen 
Angels or Fallen Ones) can operate. If they could the Dracos would just have 
landed publicly in the major cities, taken over by brute force, and would have 
fully enacted their anti-human Alien Agenda, and that would have been that. The 
Cosmic Rules of Play however prevent that and they must work through humans 
whom they have been able to steal their souls and then “possess”.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XswfEzKE0UQ


These Fallen Ones do this through offering up extremely 
desirable “rewards” such as massive power, status and prestige, 
wealth and all the earthly pleasures and trappings only the 
richest most successful humans can acquire. 

But they must be willing to “sell their souls” to Lucifer that is, 
enter into a lifetime “blood contract” with Lucifer in order to 
receive these extreme rewards and perks denied to the common 
man.

I know, this all sounds so trite but there are many anecdotal reports from insiders 
about this actually occurring. Evidence that this is so can be found with the 
numerous recent public statements made by some of the top Rock Stars who act 
out the Illuminati rituals publicly. You will find these on youtube.com where 
admissions are made.

So the bottom line is this, these Fallen ones cannot actuate and 
attain their Agenda for Planet Earth and humans unless they 
acquire and possess certain key human leaders. 

They must always work through these vectors and if they cannot 
find folk weak in character that will sell their souls for mammon, 
well then they are driven backwards into the darkness they came 
from.

And thanks to folks like Stew Webb who inadvertently married into a “family” of 
the possessed for a while, we know who is actually the main human vectors now 
used to actuate the Draco Alien Agenda.(2) We know it is the Denver Circle of 
Twelve (thirteen at the “witching hour”) when their “Boss” visits them. And in 
addition it has been reported that they get helpful visits from their own personal 
spirit guide periodically.

The Master Game of the Alien Agenda.
The Alien Agenda “Master Game” is this, the Fallen Ones posses and control their 
Key Cutouts, known as Kingpins, and then these kingpins who have been able to 
climb the power/control hierarchy are then able to assert control over all 
subordinates. And they of course follow the will of their overlord. The method by 
which they are controlled is the “Carrot and the Stick”. If they do well for their 
Overlord (aka spirit guide) they get a big carrot (reward), if they fail or act 
ineffectively they get the Stick (suffer punishment and loss). If they fail too much 
they get a death sentence.



How to stop the systematic Rollout of the Alien Agenda.
So if we want to stop the incremental rollout of the Draco’s Alien Agenda, the 
solution is two fold. First expose them for what they are, Cosmic Parasites who 
have possessed, anointed and empowered some very evil, twisted top Leaders 
who have become criminal psychopaths and are Demon or DJin infested.

Resist Draconian mind-control, attitude-cloning and dumbing-down at 
every level.
The second solution is to resist their Agenda in mass, by refusing to consume 
their pornography, mind-numbing TV programming and a 100% commitment to 
live by the Golden Rule, not theirs but the Real One. Their Golden Rule is “Gold 
Rules”, that is, “He who has the Gold can buy everyone and anything He wants”.

The real Golden Rule is “Do unto you Neighbor as you would want Them to do 
unto You”. These ruling super-elite Deviants (Illuminati Kingpins, Cutouts and 
close subordinates) cannot live by this rule of “Do unto others” because it is no 
longer within their nature.

As soon as a critical mass is reached in society, Psi-Power takes 
over. This is the emergent mass populism or group mind that 
kicks in at many different levels to create enough social force, 
aka “Conscience-Collective” or Group-Mind/Group 
Consciousness to stop these Illuminati cold in their tracks at 
every level of society. 

It was done by the Founding Fathers and can be done again. 
That is why the Illuminati have worked so hard to centralize and 
hijack Public Education and to Federalize everything, including 
Law Enforcement and the Alphabets by forming Homeland 
Security (DHS, an Israeli Military Police occupying force inside 
America).

If a Critical Mass Turning Point is reached, it will be curtains for the Illuminati’s 
hold on America and the rollout of the Draco’s Alien Agenda through their Circle 
of Twelve (Illuminati) Kingpins who will quickly become disposable Cutouts.

Reaching the critical Mass Turning Point occurs when too many Humans 
“wake up”.
Some social scientists believe that the critical mass occurs when 10% of the 
populace is awake to the endemic corruption now at every level within Federal 
and State governments due to the criminal syndicate, the RCC which is run by the 
Circle of twelve, AKA the Illuminati.

And when 10% is reached, which it already has, it is only a matter of time when 



the Illuminati control breaks down. Unless they are able to quickly impose a 
complete Police State like they did by installing Bolshevism in Russia in 
1917 (which was responsible for over 100 million murders of the innocent 
Russians). Or like they did in China where they installed Mao’s version of 
Bolshevism (aka “Pure Illuminism”) and were was responsible for over 66 million 
mass-murders on their behalf.

Now the critical mass is actually 11% in America and moving towards the 12% 
mark. At 12% the turning point is reached and the Illuminati System of Mass 
Mind-Kontrol will no longer be supported by We the People”. It will quickly become 
unsupported and even psychologically attacked at every single level of American 
Society.

Yes, DHS is run by those who are enacting the notably anti-human Draco Agenda. 
I know this seems incredulous but it is true. Their goal? Turn America in GAZA II, 
the world largest open air prison camp and then proceed to tyrannize, terrorize, 
asset strip, disarm, intern in 750 FEMA Camps and then systematically mass-
murder all American Goyim.

The Alien Agenda Goal to destroy all religions except theirs.
Of course the ultimate Goal of the Draco’s is to pit World Zionism against 
Christianity and destroy it, while pitting World Zionism against Islam and have 
them destroy each other. They intend to destroy all world religions except 
Illuminism, aka Luciferianism which will then be followed by destruction of all 
humans, creation of trans-human species to serve as their slaves. then they 
intend to complete their Terra-Forming of the Earth so they can repopulate it with 
the various species created by the Dracos in their joint deep underground Miltel 
labs with humans such as that at Dulce, NM.

Mystery Babylon and Babylonian Black Magick (aka the notably evil 
Luciferian Black Arts).
Insiders have traditionally referred to this system as Mystery Babylon or they 
simply us the code word “the Baby” to each other to represent it when around 
others who are not part of the RCC. This system, Mystery Babylon, has been 
owned and operated by a small select group of ultimate insiders who have called 
themselves the Illuminati or the “Enlightened Ones”, that is, enlightened by their 
god Lucifer whom they worship and feel empowered by. Soon Mystery Babylon is 
going to be a thing of the past.

The top leaders of the RCC are reputed to be Luciferians and part of a Worldwide 
Death Cult (an occult network using Freemasonry as a cover and front) and are 
also involved in a working arrangement and in association with the evil Alien ET 
group the Dracos. This association between the tall Greys and the occult was 
written about by Aleister Crowley who claimed a “Grey” walked through the wall 
of a pyramid he was inside of in Eqypt into his presence. There have been some 



reports that those in the Denver Circle of Twelve, the Top Illuminati all have 
personal Spirit Guides who appear to them during Blood sacrifice rituals and other 
times and are believed to be Dracos. Others believe these are simply Demons or 
DJinns.

The Top Leaders of the RCC appear to be recruited from known 
Bloodlines classically associated with Lucifer, some consider to be 
related to Cain (aka the Kenites).
If these key bloodlnes from which the top World Leaders are picked to be part of 
the RCC are the Kenites (progeny of Cain) as some claim, this would explain why 
they like to display the double-cross (Two X’s, with on placed on top of the other 
placed at 45 degrees sharing the same center, or two attached X’s, also called the 
“Double-Cross”). This double cross is called the “Mark of Cain” and symbolizes the 
Luciferian crossing out of the cross of Jesus Christ, known to be the Arch Enemy 
of the Denver Circle of Twelve.

Whenever you see it remember it is a symbol of Luciferian Authority and suggests 
that the person who displays it is part of the Draco’s Alien Agenda whether they 
know it or not. It  is a Luciferian symbol of authority signifying the power of the 
Evil Illuminati Leaders ruling over a World filled with sinful, evil people.

The Agenda of these key bloodlines which have supposedly been selected and 
anointed by this evil Alien Group the Dracos has been kept secret from the 
masses. But it is notably Evil beyond imagination and involves sophisticated 
methodologies and technologies to “thin the herd” by “ministering death to the 
masses” all done to obtain and maintain extreme political and economic power 
over mankind. And all done supposedly to supposedly thin the human herd and 
purify and maintain the human race to the highest standards as obedient slaves 
of the Dracos.

Pure Evil beyond what most humans can imagine.
These key bloodlines selected by the Fallen Ones to recruit Kingpins and Cutouts 
from to run the world for them are thus protected by a Covenant between Lucifer 
and his minions which include various very evil Alien ET races, but his main 
controllers have been the Dracos and their stooges the greys.

These key bloodlines are thus protected by Lucifer and the Dracos and their 
subordinates. This Covenant of Evil has been suggested by some to be the origin 
of the Protocols of Sion (later changed to Protocols of Zion).

Are these protected bloodlines a different distinct race? Some say yes, they are 
the Kenites aka the genetic offspring of Cain who display the Mark of Cain as 
their Symbol of Power to each other. Of course there is the old Christian legend 
that Adam and Eve were seduced by Lucifer in the Garden of Eden, producing 
fraternal twins, one Cain fathered by Lucifer and the older Able fathered by Adam, 
both born at the same delivery.



If true this would certainly explain a great deal of the obsession the Illuminati 
have with creating painful mass-human death in the world today and their 
obsession with doing as much evil as possible rather than good. And it would 
perhaps explain their obsessions with creating all sorts of sexual perversions and 
filth at every level of society including within their own families. Obviously 
something is seriously wrong and incredibly evil with these alleged Luciferian 
Bloodlines and their selected leaders who become Kingpins and main Cutouts of 
Lucifer and his Dracos.

From time to time various UFO-ologists suggest that there is no real evil, just 
shades of gray and self-preservation by instinct. Not true, pure Evil is not a 
matter of moral relativity or situational ethics. When the Denver Circle of 
Twelve murder a little child as a ritual sacrifice and cut its heart out and eat it, 
creating incredible human panic and suffering, this is pure Evil against pure 
Innocence. When these Kingpins and Cutouts who sell their souls to Lucifer and 
sacrifice the World in pre-staged, engineered mass wars resulting in millions of 
painful human deaths and woundings especially in women and children) and 
incredible human suffering (aka Hard-kill), this is pure Evil.

When these Rulers of Evil come for anyone and sacrifice them to Lucifer or 
oppress them and torture them with engineered illness (aka soft-kill) that is now 
being deployed against us all, this is pure Evil and no-one on the receiving end 
should dispute that claim.

Of course what is evident about these evil abusers and mass-murders of Humans 
is that they are all cowards, and when personally cornered, beat, or tortured and 
treated the way they treat others as routine practice (which doesn’t happen too 
often but is now imminent if they persist in their Alien Agenda roll-out), they will 
cry like little babies and try to make deals to escape.

These deadly Luciferian parasites on humanity and Planet Earth are the epitome 
of violating the Cosmos Golden Rule of “Love your neighbor as yourself”, aka “Do 
unto others as you would have them do unto you”. Obviously if they were 
instantly treated exactly the same way they treat others, their reign of terror 
would have been cut short, very short.

Their best move now in response to the spontaneous emergence of worldwide 
Populism that is going to specifically target them individually and as a group in 
America, would be to make a quiet exit, take their money, leave America and go 
into a quiet retirement in peace and avoid any more evil acts against humanity.

These Kingpins and Cutouts have suppressed the findings of Tesla and many 
others, and kept the World beaten down with constant wars and bare subsistence 
living for most, except for them whom live like kings. This evil must be eradicated 
from Planet earth. Fortunately that process has begun. But as this occurs let us 
all work together to speed it up by calling these Kingpins and Cutouts what they 
really are, Demon possessed Monsters that must be stripped of all power and 
brought to True Justice. They are a parasitical plague, a curse on mankind and 
Planet Earth and their demise cannot come soon enough.



Limited Disclosure has been occurring for over the last twenty years.
Over the last twenty years there has been substantial Disclosure through TV 
documentaries, books and weekend seminars and meetings. Nothing official 
however except for the honest truthful statements made by President Jimmy 
Carter who has a reputation for honesty and integrity, and some quite interesting 
comments by President Ronald Reagan.

Before Senator Barry Goldwater’s death he shared his experience with a journalist 
about his personal questioning General Curtis Lemay about Hanger 18 at Wright 
Patterson AFB while he was a Major General in the USAF Reserve. He was 
supposedly told by General Lemay that if he insisted he would be shown the 
actual Alien ET bodies and then learn the actual facts about Alien ETs, but that he 
would be very closely monitored every day the rest of his life. He concluded that 
it just wasn’t worth it and came away with the idea that Alien ETs were very real 
based on what General Lemay communicated to him when he advised him 
against insisting on learning too much about them.

Another Alien ET Group has become involved because the Dracos crossed 
a certain line.
There have been a number of Alien ET groups visiting Planet Earth. Most have 
been simple observers and desire to do no harm. However one group the Dracos 
using their specially gene-spliced hybrids a certain type of what some folks call 
the Greys, are exceedingly Evil parasites that view the Earth as theirs for the 
taking and the humans that inhabit it as their prey. There have been reports from 
respected insiders that some Dracos eat humans for a delicacy.

Apparently there are accepted Rules of Play in the Universe established by the 
Creator, God Almighty, and one is that any Alien ET group of the Fallen Ones 
cannot take over another group such as humans without obtaining their consent. 
And apparently there is another Rule of Play that the use of Fission, Fusion, or 
free energy (aka dark energy) cannot be allowed to get out of hand in waging 
war, and cannot be allowed to become a serious threat the existence of Planet 
Earth and perhaps other parts of the Universe.

Have the Tall Whites (Nordics) already began interfering in the evil Alien 
Agenda of the Dracos?
If this reality seems imminent it is believed by some insiders that the Tall Whites 
(Nordics) will intervene in various non-violent defensive ways to make sure this 
will not happen. It is believed by some insiders that they have already intervened 
at times are now working with certain sectors in US Intel to intercede against the 
RCC and the Dracos who control them.

The current narrative some insiders have been claiming to associates is that the 
Dracos have crossed a certain line by using their Illuminati Ruling Crime Cabal 
(RCC) to distribute nuclear weapons all over the world. And to have been 



deploying them and setting them off in secret such as they did at the Bali 
bombing, the Murrah Building and the Twin Towers on 9/11/01. And that they did 
so as well in numerous other instances during the Mideast wars and even Vietnam 
which involved the use of micro and min-nukes and high tech neutron or special 
jacketed devices.(4)

The Tall Whites which some refer to as Nordics are claimed by some to 
be acting as a powerful counter-force to the Evil Dracos which are 
believed to be life and energy sucking cosmic parasites.
There Alien ET Group the Tall Whites Nordics) some view as benevolent and much 
milder manner than the Dracos, has now allegedly aligned itself with the Russian 
High Military Command and some elements in the US High Military Command 
and/or parts of the Secret Shadow Government (SSG). They could be meeting 
directly with such Officials in group settings or influencing matters by working 
with single individuals unknown to the rest. At this time such information is not 
available so we can’t know for sure but some insiders have claimed that this 
group of Alien ETs are benevolent towards humans, in some cases can pass for 
them and believe that the human race is at the crossroads of history. And it is 
possible that a new separate treaty has been formed between the USG and the 
Tall Whites through Majestic-12, like the Russian federation has been reported to 
have recently made under Putin’s leadership.

Have the Tall Whites delivered a Final Warning to Majestic-12 and the top 
USG Policy-Makers?
It has been alleged that their view is that either the masses, especially We the 
People in America pull together, wake up, break the mind-kontrolled spell that has 
been conditioned upon us and take our government back from the RCC. If this is 
not done, apparently the Dracos will be able to forge ahead and activate their 
mass-death and destruction program based on deploying mass pestilence and 
limited nuclear war on the whole world which result in the mass-murder 
approximately 90% of the World’s population.

This narrative includes the notion that the Dracos cannot proceed without the 
continuing consent provided by We the People who are for the most part asleep at 
the wheel, but just starting to wake up in mass, thanks to the Internet which is 
the new Gutenberg Press. I cannot tell you for sure that this narrative is true 
other than there is some good evidence that it is based on numerous anecdotal 
reports from respected insiders.

An end to all secrecy seems imminent and is now well under way, and 
seems to be driven by the influence of the Tall Whites who some believe 
are generating world populism through the Internet.
Apparently the current situation is this. If reports are accurate, the Tall Whites are 



now working behind the lines to make sure that all secrecy ends and that the 
secret crimes of the RCC are fully exposed to the public via the Internet and word 
of mouth through information diffusion. It does seem quite interesting so many 
Deep Black Secret Shadow Government Secrets have been exposed lately and so 
many “thought to be secret” phone conversations and documents. There is every 
reason to believe this trend will continue and will speed up. I expect a complete 
end to all secrecy within two years at the rate this is occurring.

The RCC is cornered, desperate and perhaps may deploy more False-
Flag terror on America.
Right now it appears that the RCC is cornered, desperate and may deploy 
additional nuclear false-flag attacks on America in order to attempt to re-establish 
their failing control system. This would probably be a final effort to re-establish 
complete authority in their system or control which is eroding daily, best 
described as “going for broke”.

Some believed they were going for broke with their nuclear attack on America on 
9/11/01. Now that what they did to America on 9/11/01 has been discovered, 
perhaps they believe they must escalate matters by deploying even another, even 
more brazen, more deadly false-flag nuclear attack on America before too many 
Americans find out what they did on 9/11/01.

Will the RCC attempt to use Homeland Security (DHS) to lock down 
America and is this doomed to failure and blowback beyond their 
imagination?
If they do this it is expected they will attempt to use Homeland Security (DHS) to 
lock-down America and declare martial Law. This will create a serious battle 
between We the People and these Draco driven Luciferian Kingpins who run the 
RCC.

Has Majestic-12 attained space-weapon parity with the Dracos?
Has Majestic-12 actually developed new weapons systems which can for the first 
time provide a serious match against the Dracos should they continue with their 
Agenda to invade and populate the World, starting in Africa first? There have been 
some anecdotal reports of this and if so this would explain why there may have 
been a major policy change within Majestic-12 to favor complete disclosure and 
actually permit it and perhaps even facilitate it.

Has a major turning point occurred within the last month? 
Three major events occurred within the last two months which suggest that “the 



worm has turned”. The first incident was the phone message left on Ambassador 
Lee Wanta’s Washington DC Embassy phone system by Former Tennessee 
Governor Don Sundquist and former South Dakota State Senator Sheldon R. 
Songstad.

Listen Here

This phone call threat to Wanta begs for indictments and prosecution for 
numerous Federal Crimes including RICO. If fully investigated and completely 
prosecuted, this matter could easily unravel the whole USG. These two individuals 
had allegedly previously stated they were the Puppet-Masters.(4)

The second incident was the recent announcement by US 
Attorney General Eric Holder that he was resigning. Were these 
two matters connected. Or was this recorded threat to lee Wanta 
just the final straw that broke the Camel’s back. 

It was also recently ruled by a Federal judge that the Benghazi 
documents could no longer be withheld after November 1, 2014. 
Some believe that if the full documents are released by Holder’s 
office many top Administration folks (some former ones) will be 
politically ruined and some even prosecutable.

And the third recent major event. Veterans Today own Professor Jim Fetzer,  
Veterans Today Editor and his fellow researchers have completely cracked the 
Sandy Hook event which was a False-Flag attack on the Second Amendment and 
a FEMA/DHS Capstone Level Drill with No Dead Kids, No Dead Teachers, No Dead 
Lanzas and all faked, using paid shills and actors and a pre-prepared 50,000 word 
script.

Conclusion:
It is likely going to be a very traumatic and difficult battle for We the People to 
expose, block, subdue and drive out the enemy within. there will be many major 
losses and a great battle ahead on many fronts. But we will be victorious.

It is now known that most of the murders of insiders who talked about the Alien 
ET treaties and joint programs, especially the horrendous anti-human Dulce NM 
programs were done by Alien ET/human hybrids or Nephilim/human progeny who 
can pass for humans. And it is also known that the US Military until recently 
couldn’t do anything about this.

And as we now know the RCC is little more than a big Alien ET (Draco) driven 
international Drug Cartel/money laundering enterprise now operating as an 
exceedingly Evil (beyond imagination) Parasite on America and most of the World 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Sept-2014-Threats-against-LeoWanta.wav


dedicated to deploying mass painful death and destruction on mankind.

The RCC is empowered and driven by a powerful Cosmic 
Parasite, the Reptoids (Dracos) whose grasp on Planet Earth is 
now diminishing by the day, thanks to the establishment of a 
new Space Weapons parity and a little help from our current 
associates the Tall Whites (Nordics). 

Due to the recent events and continued exposure of deep secrets 
of the RCC, it seem obvious that the Worm has Turned and the 
massive power of the RCC will be deconstructed piece by piece in 
the near future, no matter what they do to prevent it which will 
only create more direct blowback against them.

The RCC may resort to deploying their Samson Option and take out one or even 
several American Cities, however this would be their last act as the US Military 
High Command would most likely eradicate them in short order for this. It is 
known that Israel planted twenty-five nukes in various large American cities, 
storing them in their Embassies.

Israeli’s planted W-54 based nukes in the World trade Center twin Towers to demo 
them on 9/11/01 and mass-murdered 3,000 innocent victims on that day. This 
nuclear attack on America on 9/11/01 also created strange radiation caused 
cancers in over 70,000 first responders and NYC residents. It is believed that 
most of these Israeli “Samson Option” Nukes placed inside America are based on 
the 350 W-54 Pitts illegally acquired from Bush1 out the door at Pantex in Texas.

One key Congressman was given Billions to acquire Ukrainian S-19 and S-20 
large megaton warheads when the Soviet Union fell, and instead of reprocessing 
them properly, sold them to Israel and distributed many millions of dollars to key 
Members of Congress who helped cover this up and continue to keep it covered 
up. This is of course Treason and is a Capital Offence. Because the payoffs 
involved Treason and major RICO Financial Fraud there is no statute of 
limitations.

Fortunately the NEST men (AKA Nuclear Snake-Eaters) are now on the job and 
inspecting every single Israeli diplomatic pouch or trunk. These men are the elite 
of the elite and are 100% dedicated. Fortunately we have such men working for 
all of us. And they are well aware of the new high tech shielding methods which 
block gamma rays and necessitate close inspections, and they are doing their 
best to stay on top of this ongoing RCC/Israeli “Samson Option” threat.

Of course it isn’t much of a stretch to figure out that the recent Ebola breakout in 
Liberia involves a USG Patented gene-spliced weaponized virus deployed by the 
IZCS, a successor to their use of Anthrax to encourage reluctant Members of 
Congress to pass the illegal, Unconstitutional Patriot Act. If you connect the dots 
and assume that Ebola is just another covert Samson Option now being deployed 
against Africa and America, and then the rest of the World to follow, you would 



probably be correct. We cannot not yet know just how virulent this will turn out to 
be. Perhaps it will burn out quickly, but it may also become the new “Black 
Plague”.

It is now generally recognized by top US Military Insiders that Israeli leader’s 
incredible hubris has resulted in serious, irreversible mistakes such as enacting 
the nuclear attack on America on 9/11/01, instituting the Sandy Hook FEMA/DHS 
Capstone Drill with no dead students, teachers or Lanzas, and their Apartheid and 
massacre of Palestinians. The blowback from these grotesque mass-murders will 
result in the divestiture of all nations from Israel and its isolation as an anti-
human, war criminal and Pariah. Within ten years Israel will fall just like South 
Africa for its inhuman, Nephilim based Apartheid. Even Heinz Kissinger who is one 
of them said so recently.

And the Israeli leaders and super-elites know too and that is why they are trying 
to seize the Ukraine and establish it as a new Israel, planning to move all their 
people there. They have installed a puppet government in the Ukraine with the 
help of the US Department of State and are now mass-murdering Ukrainians who 
are resisting, including young women and children and even pregnant women.

Payback is slow, but thanks to the Internet severe judgment is now on the way 
and the whole world will extract justice from these IZCS war criminals and mass-
murderers. And the BCC has gladly cooperated in all these efforts because they 
gain big profits from selling war materials. That too will come to an end and 
eventually justice will be done.

Disclaimer: Several members of the Veterans Today Editorial Board may have 
experience and security clearances associated with Secret Space War matters in a 
variety of capacities. Do not assume that this article in any way represents their 
views or opinions or is based on information provided by or associated with them. 
It does not. The actual sources for this article are not associated with Veterans 
Today.
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This subject gets a bit negative. A little entertainment can help boost one’s mood. 
Here is some more quite rare raw music talent for those with the time and 
interest. Samantha Fish.

YouTube - Veterans Today -
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